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ABSTRACT
Fong, Xuanyao Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Design of Robust Spin-
transfer Torque Magnetic Random Access Memories for Ultralow Power High Per-
formance On-chip Cache Applications. Major Professor: Kaushik Roy.
Spin-transfer torque magnetic random access memories (STT-MRAMs) based on
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) has become the leading candidate for future univer-
sal memory technology due to its potential for low power, non-volatile, high speed and
extremely good endurance. However, conflicting read and write requirements exist in
STT-MRAM technology because the current path during read and write operations
are the same. Read and write failures of STT-MRAMs are degraded further under
process variations. The focus of this dissertation is to optimize the yield of STT-
MRAMs under process variations by employing device-circuit-architecture co-design
techniques. A devices-to-systems simulation framework was developed to evaluate
the effectiveness of the techniques proposed in this dissertation. An optimization
methodology for minimizing the failure probability of 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-
cell by proper selection of bit-cell configuration and access transistor sizing is also
proposed. A failure mitigation technique using assists in 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-
cells is also proposed and discussed. Assist techniques proposed in this dissertation
to mitigate write failures either increase the amount of current available to switch
the MTJ during write or decrease the required current to switch the MTJ. These
techniques achieve significant reduction in bit-cell area and write power with min-
imal impact on bit-cell failure probability and read power. However, the proposed
write assist techniques may be less effective in scaled STT-MRAM bit-cells. Fur-
thermore, read failures need to be overcome and hence, read assist techniques are
required. It has been experimentally demonstrated that a class of materials called
xx
multiferroics can enable manipulation of magnetization using electric fields via mag-
netoelectric effects. A read assist technique using an MTJ structure incorporating
multiferroic materials is proposed and analyzed. It was found that it is very difficult
to overcome the fundamental design issues with 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM due to the
two-terminal nature of the MTJ. Hence, multi-terminal MTJ structures consisting of
complementary polarized pinned layers are proposed. Analysis of the proposed MTJ
structures shows significant improvement in bit-cell failures. Finally, this disserta-
tion explores two system-level applications enabled by STT-MRAMs, and shows that
device-circuit-architecture co-design of STT-MRAMs is required to fully exploit its
benefits.
11. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the semiconductor industry over the past few decades has been
driven mainly by technology scaling. The density of on-chip transistors increased sig-
nificantly from ∼700 transistors per mm2 in 1980 to ∼6 million transistors per mm2
in state-of-the-art microprocessors today as shown in Fig. 1.1 [1–5]. Benefits of tech-
nology scaling in microprocessors include increased functionality and more than 100×
performance increase. The performance increase is due to faster switching speed of
the transistors as well as increased on-chip cache size, which reduces the number of
cache misses that significantly impact the throughput of the processor [7]. However,
frequency scaling has been limited by the significant increase in power dissipation den-
sity due to technology scaling [1,7] and processor operating frequencies have reached
a plateau recently, as shown in Fig. 1.2 [8, 9]. The power densities in state-of-the-art
processors today are ∼65W/cm2 [2] and is approaching that in nuclear reactors if
nothing is done. Designers have attempted to mitigate the power dissipation problem
using architectural techniques such as multi-cores (the trend of core counts is shown





























































































































































Fig. 1.4. Scaling trend of on-chip caches reported in [6].
3ment are needed to take full advantage of multi-cores [10]. Alternatively, smaller
transistor size allows chip designers to increase the size of on-chip caches (Fig. 1.4)
to enhance chip performance by keeping as much data as possible close to the pro-
cessor cores. State-of-the-art 6T SRAM may occupy as much as ∼40% of core area
in microprocessors today [2].Thus, power dissipation in modern microprocessors is
increasingly dominated by leakage power in the memory subsystems. Furthermore,
memory subsystems based on the 6T SRAM cells lose its stored data when turned
off so they cannot be turned off to save power when the processor is idle [1]. Hence,
low power and high speed non-volatile memory technologies compatible with current
CMOS technology is needed to mitigate the huge power dissipation due to technology
scaling while increasing cache size.
Several non-volatile memory technologies have emerged and are intensively re-
searched recently [11]. The most attractive memory technologies that have been iden-
tified are phase-change memory (PCM), ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM), magnetic RAM
(MRAM) and resistive RAM (RRAM). However, MRAM has emerged as the leading
candidate for future universal memory because of its potential for high-performance
(< 10 ns) and extremely good endurance (> 1014 write cycles) compared to other
non-volatile memory technologies. MRAMs are also compatible with the CMOS
fabrication process, requiring minimal changes to the back-end-of-line (BEOL) fabri-
cation process (addition of 2 mask steps). The basic storage device in MRAMs is the
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ). MRAMs based on the MTJ are inherently compat-
ible with digital logic because the MTJ have only two stable resistance states [12].
The basics of and design issues in MRAMs will be discussed in the following sections.
1.1 The Magnetic Tunnel Junction
The magnetic tunneling junction (MTJ) is used as the storage element in MRAMs.
The structure of an MTJ is illustrated in Fig. 1.5(a) and it consists of a tunneling oxide
layer (MgO has replaced Al2O3 as the tunneling oxide because its crystalline structure
4Fig. 1.5. (a) Structure of a magnetic tunnel junction, (b) Charge
current directions to induce spin-transfer torque switching, (c) bit-
cell structure of field-switched MRAM and of (d) spin-transfer torque
MRAM (STT-MRAM)
enhances the tunneling magnetoresistance ratio of the MTJ, which will be discussed
later) sandwiched between two ferromagnetic electrodes. One of the ferromagnetic
electrodes is magnetically pinned (called the pinned layer or PL) so that it can be
used as a reference layer. The other ferromagnetic electrode (called the free layer or
FL) is engineered so that its magnetization direction can be either parallel (P) or anti-
parallel (AP) to that of the PL. The energy barrier between P and AP configurations
is small enough such that the MTJ can be switched between configurations but large
enough to ensure thermal stability. The electrical characterization of individual MTJs
has been reported in [13–16]. Binary data is represented by and stored as the magnetic
configuration of an MTJ, which may be sensed as the MTJ resistance, RMTJ , as will
be discussed later.
A metric for the MTJ as shown in [13] is its resistance-area (RA) product. At iso-












Fig. 1.6. Band diagrams for up and down spins when MTJ is in (a)
parallel configuration and in (b) anti-parallel configuration, to illus-
trate effect of tunneling magneto-resistance. Parabolic bands depict
the lowest conduction band in the magnetic layers.
tMgO, since the mechanism for electron transport is direct tunneling. At iso-tMgO,
RMTJ depends linearly on the cross-sectional area of the MTJ, AMTJ , similar to an
Ohmic conductor. RMTJ also depends on the relative magnetization direction of the
FL with respect to the PL, which is also called the tunneling magneto-resistance
effect. The tunneling magneto-resistance effect arises due to the difference in density
of states around the Fermi energy (EF ) of the ferromagnetic contacts [17].
Fig. 1.6 illustrates an example band structure of the MTJ when it is in (a) the P
configuration and in (b) the AP configuration. Electrons flowing between the elec-
trodes carry either up-spin (majority spin) or down-spin (minority spin). Assuming
that spin scattering is negligible, the flow of minority and majority spins can be
thought of as two decoupled current paths (IMAJ or IUP for majority spins, and IMIN
or IDOWN for minority spins) and the total charge current flow is IUP + IDOWN .
Consider the MTJ in the P configuration first. Fig. 1.6(a) illustrates the band
diagram along the electron transport direction of an MTJ in the P configuration. The
density of states for like-spins in the FL matches that in the PL and when a small
voltage, VD, is applied, there are sufficient states to accommodate all the electrons
available for conduction. Note that IUP−P > IDOWN−P since the density of states for
6up-spin electrons is higher than that of down-spins in both PL and FL. Furthermore,
the total charge current, ICH−P , obeys the inequality ICH−P > 2IDOWN−P .
Now consider the MTJ in AP configuration instead. Fig. 1.6(b) illustrates the
band diagram along the electron transport direction of an MTJ in the AP configu-
ration. Further consider when a small voltage, VD, is applied such that the bands in
the left electrode are raised relative to the bands in the electrode on the right. Note
that there is a mismatch between density of states of like-spins in the electrodes on
left and on the right. There are more down-spin electrons available for conduction
in the left electrode than the number of available down-spin states to fill in the right
electrode. On the other hand, there are more up-spin states available for conduction
in the right electrode than number of up-spin electrons available for conduction in the
left electrode. Hence, IUP−AP is limited by the number of up-spin electrons available
in the left electrode while IDOWN−AP is limited by the number of down-spin states
available in the right electrode for conduction. Note that IUP−AP ≈ IDOWN−AP be-
cause the number of electrons that can flow between the electrodes are the about the
same for up-spins and for down-spins.
Note that IDOWN−P ≈ IDOWN−AP ≈ IUP−AP . Thus, the charge current, ICH−AP ,
that flows when VD is applied across the MTJ in the AP configuration is such that
ICH−AP ≈ 2IDOWN−AP ≈ 2IDOWN−P < ICH−P . Hence, for the same applied
voltage, VD, more charge current flows across the MTJ when it is in the P con-
figuration than when it is in the AP configuration. Thus, RMTJ is low in the P
configuration (RP = RL) and high in the AP configuration (RAP = RH). The Tun-
neling Magneto-resistance Ratio
(




in MTJ resistance between P and AP configurations and is another metric for the
performance of MTJs as a resistive memory element.
71.2 MRAM Read and Write Operations
The bit-cell of field-switched MRAM is shown in Fig. 1.5(c). The MTJ state is
switched using magnetic fields generated from current-carrying word and bit lines.
However, field-switched MRAMs are not scalable for two reasons [12]. First, the
magnetic fields used for switching the MTJ are not confined to individual bit-cells
and may cause unintended writing into neighboring cells in very dense field-switched
MRAM arrays. Second, the current required to generate the magnetic field for writing
increases with scaling. When the MTJ size is scaled down, the critical field needed
to switch the MTJ needs to be scaled up proportionally to maintain thermal stability
and retention time. The retention time, tRET , depends on the energy barrier of the




where t0 is on the order of 1 ns, EA is the activation energy or energy barrier of the
free layer, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. For
a single-bit, the energy barrier needs to be ∼ 40kBT for 10 years of retention time.
The anisotropy energies in the free layer of the MTJ are engineered to achieve the
energy barrier required to achieve the desired retention time. In the simplest form,
the uniaxial anisotropy energy (discussed in Appendix B) is engineered to achieve
the required retention time. The critical magnetic field needed to switch the MTJ





where µ0 is the permeability of free space, MS is the saturation magnetization of the
free layer material, and V is the volume of the free layer in the MTJ. Consider if
the cross-sectional area of the MTJ is scaled down by some factor, κ, to keep pace
with the scaling down of CMOS technology. If the thickness of the free layer in
the MTJ is kept constant, the critical field of the MTJ needs to be scaled up by κ
to maintain the retention time of the MTJ. Hence, the amount of current needed to
8generate sufficient magnetic field to program the MTJ increases with the scaling down
of MTJ size. Such inherent scaling issues with field-switching have led researchers to
investigate alternate methods for magnetization reversal in MTJs.
There are two flavors of MTJs available: those with ferromagnetic layers having
in-plane magnetic anisotropy (IMA) and those with ferromagnetic layers having per-
pendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). The easy magnetization direction (explained
in Appendix B) of a ferromagnetic layer with IMA lies within the plane of the thin
film ferromagnetic layer. On the other hand, the easy magnetization direction of a
ferromagnetic layer with PMA lies perpendicular to the plane of the thin film ferro-
magnetic layer. The demagnetizing field of a thin film ferromagnet tends to align in
the direction perpendicular to the plane of the thin film ferromagnetic layer. If the
ferromagnetic layers are engineered with uniaxial anisotropy to achieve the desired re-
tention time, the demagnetizing field will be perpendicular to the uniaxial anisotropy
field in the ferromagnetic layer with IMA, whereas the two fields are collinear in the
ferromagnetic layer with PMA. As will be shown in Chapter 2, the fields cancel each
other in the PMA ferromagnet leading to a lower switching field needed to switch the
PMA ferromagnet as compared to an IMA ferromagnet with the same retention time.
A lower switching field is preferred to reduce the energy dissipation in MRAMs.
Since the prediction of spin-polarized current induced magnetization reversal by
Slonczewski [18] and Berger [19], spin-transfer torque magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM)
have been proposed as the solution to the non-scalability of field-switched MRAM [17].
Magnetization reversal in STT-MRAM occurs due to spin-flip processes when current
flows through the MTJ perpendicular to the magnet-oxide-magnet interfaces [see
Fig. 1.5(b)] and thus, is well confined within each bit-cell. Recently, STT-MRAM
arrays have been fabricated and characterized [20–22].
The read operation in both field-switched MRAM and STT-MRAM are similar.
The data stored in the MTJ is determined by sensing its resistance using either a
voltage sensing scheme or a current sensing scheme. In the voltage sensing scheme, a
fixed current is passed through the MTJ and the voltage developed across it is com-
9pared to a reference voltage to determine the MTJ resistance—the voltage developed
across the MTJ is lower than the reference voltage when the MTJ is in P configuration
and higher than the reference voltage when the MTJ is in AP configuration. Alterna-
tively, a fixed voltage is applied across the MTJ in the current sensing scheme. The
current flowing through the MTJ is then compared to a reference current—the MTJ
current is higher than the reference current when the MTJ is in the P configuration
and lower than the reference current when the MTJ is in the AP configuration. The
advantages and disadvantages of these sensing schemes will be discussed later.
1.3 Design of Spin-Transfer Torque MRAM Bit-cell
Several STT-MRAM bit-cell designs have been published in the literature [20–22].
As shown in Fig. 1.5(d), the 1T-1MTJ (or 1T-1R) STT-MRAM bit-cell stores a single-
bit of data and consists of an NMOS transistor (NFET) and an MTJ. The word line
turns the NFET on or off. When the NFET is on, charge current can flow through the
MTJ when there is a voltage difference between bit line (BL) and source line (SL).
Depending on the magnitude and direction of the current, the MTJ configuration
may be manipulated by spin-transfer torque as predicted by Slonczewski [18] and
Berger [19]. In on-chip memory applications, small bit-cell areas are preferred so that
as much data as possible may be stored in a fixed area on the silicon die (measured
using a metric called memory density). Thus, this discussion focuses on the 1T-1R
STT-MRAM bit-cell. According to the ITRS roadmap [23], the bit-cell area of 1T-1R
STT-MRAM is expected to be dominated by the NFET size. However, the NFET
size depends on the electrical resistance of the MTJ. 1T-1R STT-MRAM bit-cells
can have two configurations [20, 21] as shown in Fig. 1.7: the “standard” connection
[SC, Fig. 1.7(a)] and the “reversed” connection [RC, Fig. 1.7(b)]. An objective of this
dissertation is to establish which connection has better yield under process variations.
Magnetization reversal in the FL of the MTJ occurs when the current density













Fig. 1.7. Structures of a (a) “standard” connection or SC 1T-1MTJ
STT-MRAM bit-cell and a (b) “reversed” connected or RC 1T-1MTJ
STT-MRAM bit-cell.
current density, JC). However, an inherent asymmetry in JC exists in switching an
MTJ from the P configuration to the AP configuration compared to switching from
the AP configuration to the P configuration. In an MTJ, the PL acts as a spin filter
that polarizes the tunneling current. When electrons flow from the PL to the FL,
the electrons are first spin polarized by the PL before tunneling across the tunneling
oxide into the FL. Most of the electrons entering the FL are spin polarized in the
direction of the magnetization of the PL, and they exert a spin-transfer torque on the
FL to orient the FL magnetization parallel to that of the PL. When electrons flow
from the FL to the PL, the electrons entering the FL are not spin polarized and may
have any spin direction. Since the FL is also a ferromagnet, it tries to polarize the
spin of the incoming electrons with its magnetization direction. However, electrons
with the same spin polarization as the PL magnetization direction may tunnel easily
across the tunneling oxide and hence, are easily removed from the FL. During P to
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AP switching of the MTJ, electrons with spin polarization opposite the magnetization
direction of the PL exchange spin angular momentum with the FL in order to become
spin polarized in the direction of PL magnetization. Hence, these electrons exert a
spin-transfer torque to align the FL magnetization opposite that of the PL before
they are easily removed from the FL. Since there are much fewer electrons exerting
spin-transfer torque to switch the FL magnetization anti-parallel to that of the PL
than to switch the FL magnetization parallel to that of the PL, it appears as though
the spin polarization efficiency depends on the direction of current flow through the
MTJ. The spin polarization efficiency is high when electrons are flowing from the
PL into the FL, and low when the electrons are flowing from the FL into the PL.
Hence, there is an asymmetry in critical switching current densities [25, 26]. It has
been reported that the JC when switching the MTJ from P to AP configuration can
be 10% to 2× larger than when switching from AP to P configuration [21, 27–29].
This may be an important design issue as explained later.
1.4 Design Issues in STT-MRAM
The fundamental improvements desired in STT-MRAM are in its 1) read per-
formance, 2) write performance, 3) retention time and thermal stability, and 4) re-
liability. However, it is extremely challenging to achieve these improvements simul-
taneously in STT-MRAM due to conflicting design requirements. For example, JC
is increased if the thermal stability of the FL is increased, as the later sections will
show. Many of the conflicting design requirements in STT-MRAM occur because of
three fundamental design issues: source degeneration of ATx during write operations,
shared read and write current paths, and single-ended sensing of stored data.
A severe design issue arising from the need for bi-directional write current in
STT-MRAM is that the NFET is source degenerated when current flows from the
source-line to the bit-line during write operations. Consider the voltage biases in the
bit-cell as shown in Fig. 1.8. When current is flowing from bit-line (BL) to source-line
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(SL), the source of the NFET is the terminal connected to SL. Hence, the bias on
the NFET is such that VGS = VDD. When current flows from SL to BL instead, the
source of NFET at the terminal connected to the MTJ. Denoting the voltage on the
source terminal of the NFET as VX , Fig. 1.8 shows that GND < VX < VDD. Hence,
the bias on the NFET is such that VGS < VDD. This means that the NFET size may
need to be increased to allow sufficient current to flow from SL to BL. Increasing
the width of the NFET also leads to an increase in the current flowing from BL to
SL during write operations, which may be excessive and may lead to excessive write
power dissipation and degradation in the reliability of the tunnel oxide in the MTJ.
The reliability of the tunnel oxide is crucial to maintain the TMR of the MTJ and
hence, the distinguishability of the MTJ states.
As mentioned in Section 1.2, a voltage or current sensing scheme is used to sense
the resistance of the STT-MRAM bit-cell during read operations. Regardless of the
scheme used, a current flows through the MTJ during read operations. Fig. 1.9
illustrates an example biasing condition for reading data stored in STT-MRAM bit-
cells using the current sensing scheme. Note that the current flowing through the bit-
cell during read operations may also be increased if the NFET width is increased. If































Fig. 1.8. The voltages in the STT-MRAM bit-cell when (left) current
flows from bit-line, BL, to source-line, SL, and when (right) current




STT-MRAM control voltages during read and write operations





IMTJ ≥ IC (AP→ P)
VBL = GND
VSL = VDD





IMTJ ≥ IC (P→ AP)
VBL = VDD
VSL = GND
IMTJ ≥ IC (P→ AP)
Read
(Parallelizing)
VBL = VREAD < VDD
VSL = GND
IMTJ < IC (AP→ P)
VBL = GND
VSL = VREAD < VDD




VSL = VREAD < VDD
IMTJ < IC (P→ AP)
VBL = VREAD < VDD
VSL = GND
IMTJ < IC (P→ AP)
read operations because the read and write current paths are shared (also known as
read-disturb failure, which will be discussed further in Section 3.1.2). Table 1.1 shows




















Fig. 1.9. The circuit description of the sensing scheme for perform-
ing read operations in one column of the STT-MRAM array, which
consists of n rows. Only Row 0 is selected and all other rows are not
(VWL = 0 V for unselected cells). The voltages on the control lines
indicate one possible configuration for sensing. The direction of IMTJ
is reversed if the voltages on BL and SL are swapped and hence, the
direction of IREF needs to be swapped too.
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(for “SC” and “RC” bit-cell configurations). The amount of current flowing through
the bit-cell during read operations needs to be limited to avoid disturbing the bit-cell
during read operations, and doing so may degrade the performance of read operations.
If the amount of read current is too small, the sense amplifier may not be able to
distinguish the state of the MTJ. Also, since the read current charges up the internal
and input capacitances of the sense amplifier, a reduced read current means that it will
take longer for the voltages on these capacitances to stabilize. Hence, the sensing delay
may be increased as well if the read current is limited. The advantage of the voltage
sensing scheme is that the current flowing through the bit-cell may be effectively
limited, and the data stored in the bit-cell is sensed as a voltage. However, the MTJ
resistance decreases with the voltage across the MTJ. Since the voltage across the
MTJ in AP configuration is larger than when the MTJ is in P configuration, the TMR
of the MTJ is reduced when voltage sensing scheme is used, resulting in degraded
distinguishability of the stored MTJ states. On the other hand, the current sensing
scheme allows the TMR of the MTJ to be fixed by clamping the voltage across the
MTJ, thus improving the distinguishability of MTJ states. However, the stored MTJ
data is sensed as a current and will need to be converted to a voltage before it may
be used by other circuits. Furthermore, it may not be easy to control the current
flowing through the MTJ in the current sensing scheme—it needs to be limited to
avoid read-disturb failure but also sufficiently large for the sense amplifier to be able
to distinguish the stored MTJ state.
The read-disturb failure just described may be avoided if the read operations
are sufficiently fast. As shown in [12] and later in this dissertation, there is an
increase in JC and hence IC , when the target switching delay is reduced. Thus,
when the read delay is small, large read currents may be tolerated before the MTJ is
accidentally overwritten. However, the single-ended nature of the sensing operation in
STT-MRAM may limit the achievable read speed. Furthermore, single-ended sensing
schemes without self-referencing are more prone to failures under process variations.










Fig. 1.10. This scatter plot conceptually describes single-ended sens-
ing in STT-MRAM, showing that it is prone to sensing errors under
process variations.
the ATx is turned on and the current flowing through the bit-cell is compared to a
global reference current, IREF . Fig. 1.10 shows a scatter plot of the read currents
flowing through a bit-cell, which is generated using the model that will be presented
in Chapter 2. Each point on the scatter plot corresponds to a bit-cell in which the
read current, IP , flows through the bit-cell when its MTJ is in P configuration, and
IAP flows through the same bit-cell when its MTJ is in the AP configuration. Using
the single-ended sensing scheme described earlier, all bit-cells falling to the right of the
vertical line will be always be sensed as P, whereas those falling below the horizontal
line will always be sensed as AP. Note that there is a strong correlation between IAP
and IP . A self-referencing scheme is required to exploit the correlation between IAP
and IP to reduce sensing failures. Self-referencing schemes were proposed in [30, 31].
However, the proposed sensing schemes require several read operations to achieve self-
referencing. Thus, a self-referenced differential sensing scheme, in which the data is
stored as a pair of complementary values, is needed to improve the read performance
of STT-MRAM. Since the sensing scheme is differential in nature, it is unaffected by
process variations that skew the characteristics of the complementary values in the
same direction.
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The various device-circuit-system co-design techniques developed in this disserta-
tion to overcome the aforementioned design issues in STT-MRAM will be presented
in the following chapters. A survey of the literature is presented next to discuss
the advantages and disadvantages of some of the previously proposed STT-MRAM
design techniques. It should be emphasized that the design techniques proposed in
this dissertation complement existing design techniques so as to fully realize the true
potential of STT-MRAM.
1.5 Prior Art on Device-Circuit-Architecture Co-design of STT-MRAMs
1.5.1 Modeling of the magnetic tunnel junction
Several models for MTJs have been previously proposed [32–35]. Many of these
models are simple compact models and may not capture all the necessary physical
phenomena in the MTJ (such as the magnetization dynamics in the FL of the MTJ).
On the other hand, micromagnetic models are used separately to simulate the dynam-
ics of the FL in the MTJ and to estimate MTJ performance [36]. These simulations
do not include effects due to electron transport in the MTJ and due to channel resis-
tance of the access transistor. Hence, a model that captures all the physics in an MTJ
is needed to evaluate effectiveness of optimization and failure mitigation techniques
for STT-MRAM bit-cells.
The models proposed in [32, 33] do not capture the stochastic nature of MTJ
switching. The stochastic nature of MTJ switching is an important effect because
bit-cell requirements for writing are usually associated with a corresponding write
error rate (WER) [23]. The proposed models are more suitable for modeling MTJ
write operations in the precessional regime [12]. The write currents in the precessional
regime are very large and can cause reliability issues in the MTJ. Hence, MTJ writes
are usually done in the dynamic and thermal regimes. The stochastic nature of
MTJ switching needs to be captured when simulating MTJ write operations in these
regimes.
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In the model proposed in [34, 35], magnetization dynamics in the MTJ are not
modeled. The proposed model is compatible with the HSPICE circuit simulator [37]
but uses a stochastic block to model the stochastic nature of MTJ switching. As will
be shown in Chapter 2, this model does not capture the correlation between switching
events and may not accurately predict certain failure mechanisms.
The MTJ model proposed in [35] does not include accurate simulation of electron
transport in the MTJ and hence, requires the MTJ to be fabricated and characterized
to calibrate the model before simulations. Such an approach is not cost effective and
does not allow STT-MRAM designers to investigate the impact of material choice
and parameters on the design space of STT-MRAM.
An objective of this dissertation is to propose optimization and failure mitigation
techniques for developing robust STT-MRAM bit-cells and hence, an accurate MTJ
model is required to develop and evaluate our proposed optimization and failure
mitigation techniques. Thus, an MTJ model that captures stochastic effects due to
non-zero temperature, magnetization dynamics, and atomistic electron transport in
the MTJ was developed as part of this dissertation. The proposed model is then used
to predict variations in electrical characteristics of MTJs due to process variations.
This approach is more accurate because no assumptions are made about electrical
characteristics of MTJs. Details of the proposed MTJ model will be discussed in
Chapter 2.
1.5.2 Architecture-level STT-MRAM design techniques
Architectural techniques to design robust STT-MRAM arrays have been proposed
in the literature [38–41]. The stretched write cycle (SWC) technique described in
[38,39] exploits the fact that memory writes occur much less frequently than memory
read operations to mitigate write failures. Since the required current to program an
STT-MRAM bit-cell reduces with operating frequency, SWC allows more time for
writing into STT-MRAM and hence, reduces the write failure probability.
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Alternatively, redundancy techniques such as those proposed in [40, 41] may be
used to mask bit-cell failures in an array. The small bit-cell area achievable in STT-
MRAM allows more bit-cells to be packed into an array compared to SRAMs. At
the architecture-level, the memory capacity required may be lesser than the number
of bit-cells in the memory array (these bit-cells are redundant cells). When bit-cells
that do not function properly are detected, the data is written to or taken from some
other corresponding bit-cell instead. The remapping of bit-cells may be done prior to
chip operation or during chip operation. Since the number of faulty bit-cells tolerable
in the array increases with the number of redundant bit-cells, the yield of the memory
array is improved if more redundant bit-cells are available to mask faulty bit-cells.
1.5.3 Circuit-level STT-MRAM design techniques
Circuit-level design techniques for robust STT-MRAM have also been proposed in
the literature [42,43]. The MTJs that were used in the analysis performed in [42,43]
are very prone to read disturb failures. In the 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM, electrical
current flows through the MTJ during both read and write operations. When the
access transistor is sized up to reduce write failures, more current can flow through the
MTJ during read operations and read-disturb failures are increased. The technique
proposed in [42,43] uses a 2T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cell topology consisting of two
access transistors instead of one. Both access transistors are turned on during write
operations to maximize write current flowing through the MTJ. Only one access
transistor is turned on during read operation to limit the current flowing through the
bit-cell. However, doing so may degrade the bit-cell TMR and make it more difficult
to sense the data stored in the bit-cell.
1.5.4 Device-level STT-MRAM design techniques
Alternative MTJ structures have been proposed to mitigate the conflicting design
requirements for read and for write, which are inherent in the conventional MTJ
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structure [44–47]. The read and the write current paths are decoupled in these devices,
even though data is stored in a common free layer. Furthermore, they have separate
read and write ports that allow independent optimization for read and for write.
Another advantage of these structures is that the current tunneling through the oxide
used for read operations is always limited, which improves the oxide reliability and
hence, the lifetime of the bit-cell. However, the scalability of the MTJs and the
integration density of the bit-cell using them may be degraded because they need
more than one access transistor.
The work done by the research community on STT-MRAM bit-cell device-circuit-
architecture co-design was reviewed in the preceding sections. An important obser-
vation is that models used in many of these analyzes may not be accurate enough.
An accurate model that is compatible for similar analysis and optimization of STT-
MRAM is developed as part of this dissertation. Furthermore, the failure mitigation
techniques developed in this dissertation complement the techniques that have been
proposed in the literature. A significant contribution of this dissertation is the ad-
dition of new design techniques that may be used concurrently with other existing
techniques to design robust high performance and high density on-chip STT-MRAM.
1.6 Summary
This chapter reviewed the fundamentals of STT-MRAMs that are necessary for
motivating and understanding the work presented in the later chapters of this disser-
tation. As explained earlier in this chapter, it is desirable to improve several aspects
of the design and operation of the standard STT-MRAM: write-ability, readability,
thermal stability, and reliability. It remains challenging to do so because these metrics
have conflicting design requirements, which will be a recurring theme in the rest of
this dissertation. A survey of the literature on device-circuit-architecture co-design
of STT-MRAMs was also presented to discuss the failure mitigation techniques that
have been proposed to improve STT-MRAMs. However, STT-MRAM models, op-
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timization and failure analysis methodologies are needed to evaluate the efficacy of
the proposed failure mitigation techniques. Hence, the models and methods used in
the prior art are discussed in this chapter along with their shortcomings. An impor-
tant observation is that models used in many of these analyzes may not be accurate
enough. An accurate model that is compatible for similar analysis and optimization
of STT-MRAM is developed as part of this dissertation and will be presented in
the next chapter. After presenting the modeling and simulation framework used in
this dissertation, the focus of the discussion will shift to the failure analysis methodol-
ogy developed in this dissertation and the STT-MRAM design techniques proposed to
overcome and mitigate design issues in STT-MRAM. A significant contribution of this
dissertation is that the models, failure analysis methodology, and design techniques
proposed in this dissertation complements existing work on the design of STT-MRAM
in the literature.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. The fundamentals and issues
in STT-MRAMs have been discussed in the preceding sections of this chapter. The
research work already done by the research community to address these issues was also
discussed. However, there are shortcomings to the models used by the research com-
munity for their analyses. Hence, this dissertation proposed an improved model and
simulation framework, and the details of both are presented in Chapter 2. The failure
mechanisms in STT-MRAM are then presented in Chapter 3, along with the method-
ology to calculate failure probabilities using the model described in Chapter 2. An
optimization methodology for designing robust 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells based
on the model and simulation framework developed in this dissertation is proposed,
and is discussed in Chapter 4. Based on observations made in Chapter 4, techniques
for mitigating write failure are proposed and presented in Chapter 5. Then, Chapter 6
discusses alternative storage device structures for improving STT-MRAMs. Design
issues with the conventional STT-MRAM storage device are also discussed, and an
alternate structure for the storage device is proposed and analyzed. Two system-level
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applications that are enabled by exploiting the characteristics of STT-MRAM are
then discussed in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation.
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2. MODELING AND SIMULATION OF SPIN-TRANSFER
TORQUE MRAM BIT-CELLS
This chapter describes the modeling of and simulation framework for magnetic tunnel
junctions (MTJs) and 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells used in the evaluation of STT-
MRAM design techniques proposed in this dissertation. Electron transport in the
MTJ is modeled using the Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) approach [48].
Magnetization dynamics in magnetic layers of the MTJ may be modeled using the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [49]. Magnetic field-like effects are directly
captured in the LLG equation. Spin-transfer torque (STT) effects are captured in the
LLG equation by adding a spin-transfer torque term. The aforementioned compo-
nents of the simulation framework presented in this chapter were proposed previously
and their details are presented in Appendix A (NEGF), Appendix B (LLG) and Ap-
pendix C (STT). The simulation model proposed in this dissertation allows for two
different approaches to calculate the spin-transfer torque, which are also presented in
the appendix. This chapter explains how the NEGF and LLG solvers are put together
to simulate an entire STT-MRAM bit-cell.
2.1 Devices-to-Systems Simulation of STT-MRAM Bit-cells
Fig. 2.1 shows the role of the simulation framework proposed as part of this dis-
sertation in the design of STT-MRAM bit-cells. Prior to device fabrication, known
material parameters at the device level may be used to determine the MTJ I-V char-
acteristics via the NEGF method discussed in Appendix A. Since spin-transfer torque
characteristics may not be known prior to device fabrication, the MTJ spin-transfer
torque characteristics may also be calculated using the NEGF method [50,51] as ex-
plained earlier. The bit-cell may then be simulated to evaluate its performance before
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the device is fabricated. The proposed simulation framework uses I-V characteristics
for access transistors (ATx) together with the MTJ characteristics for transient sim-
ulation of the bit-cell. The advantage of the approach proposed in this dissertation is
that device fabrication is not required for obtaining an initial estimate of bit-cell per-
formance. Once a device is selected for fabrication, its characteristics calculated using
the NEGF method may be verified with experimentally measured data to calibrate
the simulator and obtain an accurate evaluation of its performance using the rest
of the simulation framework. For example, the simulation results presented in this
dissertation were obtained by calibrating both the NEGF based electron transport
simulator and LLGS magnetization dynamics simulator with experimentally reported
results as shown in Section 2.2.2.
In order to perform a transient simulation of an STT-MRAM bit-cell, the NEGF
equations for electron transport, LLG equations for magnetization dynamics, and Kir-
choff’s circuit equations need to be solved simultaneously. Furthermore, the coupled
equations are highly non-linear and it is often difficult to obtain analytical solutions














































Fig. 2.1. Illustration of the role our proposed simulation framework
in the STT-MRAM design and optimization process.
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the equations. The simulation of STT-MRAM bit-cells in the proposed simulation
framework will now be described using an example.
2.2 Simulation of the 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM Bit-cell
The circuit model proposed for the STT-MRAM bit-cell in this dissertation is
shown in Fig. 2.2. The bit and source line drivers are modeled as ideal voltage
sources with output resistances RBS and RSS, respectively. With this circuit model,
the strength of the bit and source line drivers can be controlled by varying RBS and
RSS. Small output resistances (∼ 1 Ω) are used for strong drivers and large output
resistances (∼ 10 MΩ) are used to put the driver in the high impedance state (or
high-Z). This is useful for analyzing the use of voltage and current sensing schemes
for reading 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells. The word line driver is modeled as an
ideal voltage source. Stray capacitances on the bit and source lines, and the internal
node, are included as CBL, CSL and CINT , respectively. As reported in [21, 36] the
electrical behavior of an MTJ is like that of a variable resistor and is modeled as




































When RBS = 0, Eq. 2.1 is ignored and VBL = VBD. Similarly, Eq. 2.3 is ignored when
RSS = 0 and VSL = VSD.
The MTJ conductance (GMTJ = R
−1
MTJ) needs to be modeled to solve Eqs. 2.1—
2.3. Since GMTJ depends on the free layer (FL) magnetization as discussed in Chap-
ter 1, the FL dynamics needs to be solved. State-of-the-art MTJs have free layers
with approximate dimensions of 50 nm × 50 nm × 3 nm [36] and it has been shown
that the macro-spin approximation adequately captures their magnetization dynam-
ics [36]. Thus, the FL of the MTJ may be modeled as a mono-domain magnet.
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In this dissertation, the FL of the MTJ is modeled as a macro-spin and hence, the
magnetic field-term due to exchange energy may be ignored (∇m̂ = 0). For an STT-
MRAM bit-cell in isolation, the magnetic field-like terms that need to be accounted
for are the easy axis anisotropy, the easy plane anisotropy, external applied magnetic
fields, and the thermal fluctuation field. The basis vectors for the coordinate system
used are êx, êy, and êz. The easy axis of the magnet is along the z-axis and hence, m̂
is either +êz or −êx in equilibrium.
The activation energy of the magnet (EA), which determines the thermal stability
of the magnet and the retention time of the MTJ, is used to calculate the uniaxial
anisotropy fields using
EA = Ku2V (2.4)
However, the magnet may be engineered with in-plane anisotropy (IMA) or perpen-
dicular anisotropy (PMA). The difference between them is that the easy axes of thin
film magnets with IMA lie in the plane of the thin film magnet whereas those with
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Fig. 2.2. Circuit diagram of our proposed 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM
bit-cell circuit model.
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+ 4πMS for in-plane anisotropy
2Ku2
MS
− 4πMS for perpendicular anisotropy
(2.7)
These anisotropies have been experimentally observed in [12, 21, 24, 36, 52] and the
origins of these anisotropies are beyond the scope of this research work.
In the STT-MRAM bit-cell, the current through the bit-cell depends on the volt-
ages across access transistor (ATx) and RMTJ , which depends on the relative angle
between the pinned layer (PL) magnetization and FL magnetization and the voltage
across the MTJ, VMTJ . The rate at which the relative angle changes depends on the
current flowing through the MTJ, IMTJ . Thus, simulating the transient behavior of
STT-MRAM bit-cells requires that circuit equations for the bit-cell are solved simul-
taneously with the equations describing the behavior of ATx and the MTJ. Fig. 2.3
shows the flow of the proposed hybrid spin-charge mixed-mode simulation framework
proposed and used in this dissertation.
The I-V and C-V characteristics of ATx are given to the simulation framework
either as compact models or as look-up tables generated from circuit/device simu-
lations or from experimental data. Electrical characteristics of the MTJ are either
given to the simulation framework as a compact model or calculated through NEGF
simulations of electronic transport in the MTJ. Solving NEGF equations may be
computationally expensive and slow [53]. Hence, the proposed simulation framework
proposed allows reuse of results of NEGF simulations to speed up bit-cell simulations,
as shown in Fig. 2.3. For this dissertation, RMTJ calculated from NEGF simulations
is encapsulated in a compact model. The key observations that allow the NEGF re-
sults to be encapsulated in a compact model are: 1) electronic transport by tunneling
through a barrier has an exponential dependence on the barrier thickness, and 2) the
voltage dependence of RMTJ is symmetric due to symmetry in the MTJ structure.
RAP and RP as a function of MTJ voltage (VMTJ), the thickness of tunneling oxide








then be calculated using RP = RMTJ(θ = 0) and RAP = RMTJ(θ = π). Based on















(RAP +RP ) + (RAP − RP ) cos θ
)
(2.9)
Using the MTJ electrical characteristics, the spin-transfer torque in the MTJ can ei-
ther be computed through Slonczewski’s treatment of spin-transfer torque or through
NEGF equations. The computation of spin-transfer torque is discussed in more detail
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Fig. 2.4. The structure of the SPICE compatible model for the MTJ
developed as part of this dissertation. The I-V characteristics of
the MTJ is given to this model as a Verilog-A compact model. A
subcircuit block for simulating the LLG equation is included in the
SPICE model for the MTJ and parameters of OOMMF simulations
may be given to it for SPICE simulations of magnetization dynamics.
in Appendix C. The simulation framework then numerically obtains the transient so-
lution to the bit-cell dynamics by iteratively solving the simultaneous equations for
the circuit model as well as for the magnetization dynamics.
2.2.1 Simulating magnetization dynamics in SPICE
Although the simulation framework proposed earlier in this chapter is able to
perform full transient simulation of STT-MRAM bit-cells, a SPICE compatible model
of the MTJ is desired so that the STT-MRAM bit-cells may be simulated directly
in the SPICE circuit simulator using available SPICE models for the ATx. Hence,
a SPICE compatible model for the MTJ was developed as part of this dissertation
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to enable simulation of magnetization dynamics in the SPICE circuit simulator. As
shown in Fig. 2.4, the I-V characteristics of the MTJ calculated using the NEGF
solver maybe included as a compact model or as a look-up table. A compact model
for the I-V characteristics of the MTJ was used in this disseration for simulation of
circuits consisting of an MTJ. A subcircuit block is included in this SPICE model for
solving magnetization dynamics in the MTJ using Eq. B.1. Hence, parameters from
OOMMF simulations may be exported to this SPICE model. The subcircuit block
for solving magnetization dynamics solves Eq. B.1 in spherical coordinates instead of
Cartesian coordinates. Each component of the left-hand side of Eq. B.1 is represented
as a node voltage on the positive terminal of a capacitor. The negative terminal of
the capacitor is connected to ground. Each term of the right-hand side of Eq. B.1 is
represented as a dependent current source that drives current from ground into the
positive node of the capacitor representing the corresponding vector component on
the left-hand side of Eq. B.1. The SPICE compatible model of the MTJ developed
and used in this dissertation is compatible with HSPICE [37] and has been made
available to the public on the NanoHub.org web site [54].
2.2.2 Model calibration, benchmarking and simulation results
The micromagnetic simulator in the simulation framework proposed in this dis-
sertation was benchmarked against a gold standard micromagnetic simulator called
the Object-Oriented MicroMagnetic Framework or OOMMF [55]. OOMMF simu-
lates only micromagnetics and as such, is not suitable for simulating STT-MRAM
bit-cells in which transient simulation of access transistors is required. Fig. 2.5 com-
pares the single spin simulation results of the proposed simulator with the results
returned by OOMMF. The simulations used the following parameters for the mono-
domain magnet: MS = 850 emu/cm
3, α = 0.03, γ = 17.6 MHz/Oe, T = 300 K,
EA = 40kBT , tFL = 2.1 nm, 100 nm × 100 nm cross-sectional area, PL = PR = 0.4
and ΛL = ΛR = 2. The current flowing through the magnet is 400 µA for AP to P
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Fig. 2.5. Magnetization dynamics simulation results for a magnet



























































Fig. 2.6. (Left) Plot of resistance-area (RA or RAMTJ) product of
MTJ versus oxide thickness as obtained by our simulation framework
(lines) and as reported in [13] (dots and circles). Parameters of our
simulation are shown inset. (Right) The RAMTJ vs. applied voltage
(VMTJ) at tMgO = 1.15 nm.
switching and 800 µA for P to AP switching. Fig. 2.5 shows that the calculated mag-
netization trajectory of the proposed simulator completely matches that calculated
by OOMMF.
Next, the NEGF solver was benchmarked to experimentally reported results in
[13]. The results obtained were in reasonable agreement with the reported mea-
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Table 2.1.
LLGS Paramters for 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM Bit-cell Simulation
Access Transistor W = 150 nm, 45 nm bulk CMOS
VDD, VWRITE 1.0 V, 1.0 V
Activation Energy, EA 56kBT , T = 300 K
γ, α 17.6 MHz/Oe, 0.028
Saturation Magnetization, MS 700 emu/cm
3
Free Layer Dimensions π × (25 nm)2 × 1.4 nm
#       »
STT Fitting Parameters, P , Λ PPL = 0.8, PFL = 0.3, ΛPL = ΛFL = 2
surements using the parameters EF = 2.25 eV, EB = 0.865 eV, ∆ = 0.315eV,
mOX = 0.462m0, mFM = 0.748m0, aOX = aFM = 0.3 nm. Values of these param-
eters are within the expected range for the materials used in the MTJ. The results
of resistance-area (RA) product calculated in NEGF versus oxide thickness (tMgO)
are shown together with experimentally reported results in Fig. 2.6. VMTJ is 10 mV
at temperature T = 20 K. Results for MTJ in P and AP configurations are plotted
separately. The dependence of the RA product (RAMTJ) on VMTJ at tMgO = 1.15 nm
are also graphed in Fig. 2.6.
Now that the NEGF solver and LLG solver of the proposed simulator are success-
fully benchmarked, simulation of 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells is done to validate
the simulation framework. MTJ I-V characteristics at T = 300 K were generated
using the same parameters shown in Fig. 2.6. The bit-cells simulated here are sim-
ilar to those reported in [36]. Since MTJ torque characteristics were not reported
in [36], spin-transfer torque in the MTJ was modeled using the Slonczewski approach
described in Appendix C. Table 2.1 shows the parameters used for simulating the
bit-cells. Since the bit-cell configuration was not published, bit-cells with “standard
connection” (SC) and bit-cells with “reversed connections” (RC) were simulated. De-
tails of SC and RC bit-cells were discussed in Chapter 1. Fig. 2.7 shows the transient
bit-cell currents and MTJ current densities during bit-cell switching. The switching
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Fig. 2.7. Graphs of MTJ current and current density (bit-cell current)
during bit-cell switching. (left) AP to P switching and (right) P to
AP switching for SC and RC bit-cells.
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Fig. 2.8. Graphs of MTJ configuration, voltage and resistance dur-
ing bit-cell switching. (left) AP to P switching and (right) P to AP
switching for SC and RC bit-cells.
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Fig. 2.9. Transient simulation of consecutive fast read operations
(1 ns, VREAD = 1.0 V) in SPICE to compare the effect of including
thermal fluctuation field on simulation results. A complete simulation
shows much earlier onset of disturb failure.
delay (tdelay) defined here is the time taken from the beginning of MTJ switching
current flow to the time when the FL magnetization is 90◦ relative to the PL mag-
netization. Other bit-cell transients are shown in Fig. 2.8. These simulation results
show worst-case bit-cell switching time of ∼ 4.5 ns for SC bit-cells and ∼ 5.5 ns for
RC bit-cells, which are in good agreement with experimental results reported in [36].
Finally, using HSPICE, a bit-cell is simulated in which the voltage applied across
it for read operations is VREAD = 1.0 V and the read pulse is applied for only 1.0 ns.
Thermal fluctuations were considered in one simulation but not in the other, except
for only a small initial angle which simulates effects due to non-zero temperature.
The second case is similar to a simulation using the models proposed in [32] and [35].
Note that even though magnetization dynamics is not captured in the model proposed
in [35], the stochastic nature of switching is captured using a decision block in the
model. In the case of repeated reads at high VREAD, the decision block needs to
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capture the correlation of switching probabilities between successive read operations.
The inclusion of such correlations may be very difficult in the model proposed in [35].
As graphed in Fig. 2.9, a full bit-cell simulation which considers all effects predicts
earlier onset of disturb failure than a simulation that excludes thermal fluctuation
field.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, the modeling and simulation of 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells is
described. The simulation framework proposed in this chapter simulates MTJ electron
transport using the Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function formalism, MTJ magnetiza-
tion using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation for magnetization dynamics, spin-
transfer torque using Slonczewski’s model, and compact models for the access tran-
sistor. Equations for NEGF based electron transport, LLG dynamics, spin-transfer
torque and circuit behavior are solved simultaneously during transient simulation of
STT-MRAM bit-cells in the proposed simulation framework. Results of bit-cell sim-
ulation obtained after calibration of the proposed simulation framework were in good
agreement with experimentally reported results.
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3. IMPACT OF PROCESS VARIATIONS ON STT-MRAM
A failure model for 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells is proposed in this chapter. The
types of failures that may occur in 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells are also discussed.
Arguments for how each type of failure may occur will be presented, using example
distributions of bit-cell currents and bit-cell current densities. After discussing the
origins of the failures, a methodology for determining the failure probability of each
type of failure, without assuming any distributions for bit-cell currents and current
densities, is proposed. The proposed methodology places assumptions only on the
variations in the oxide thickness and cross-sectional area of the MTJ and transistor
variations captured in SPICE models for the access transistor.
3.1 Types of Failures in 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM Bit-cells
Recall that as described in Chapter 1, the MTJ has two configurations: the par-
allel (P) and anti-parallel (AP) configurations corresponding to low (RP = RL) and
high (RAP =H) MTJ resistance, respectively. Variations in MTJ tunnel oxide thick-
ness, tMgO, and MTJ cross-sectional area, AMTJ , due to process variations affect the
MTJ resistance, RMTJ . This results in statistical distributions for RL and RH . Varia-
tions in RMTJ affect the ability to write into the bit-cell, the ability to correctly sense
RMTJ of the bit-cell, and the ability of the bit-cell to retain its state when it is being
read. Write failures occur when the MTJ in the bit-cell cannot be switched between
AP and P configurations. This may occur due to the access transistor (ATx) having
a higher threshold voltage (VT ), tMgO being too thick, or other factors that cause
the current density through the MTJ to fall below the critical switching current den-
sity, JC , during write operations. Failures during read operations occur when RMTJ
is incorrectly determined (decision failure) or when the MTJ configuration is acci-
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dentally switched (disturb failure). A model for determining read and write failures
was proposed in [38] and this work extends the same model for determining bit-cell
failures of the “standard-connected” (SC) and “reverse-connected” (RC) 1T-1MTJ
STT-MRAM bit-cell configurations. In the analysis performed, N = 104 transistor
ID–VDS characteristics were obtained by Monte Carlo simulations in HSPICE and
used as the characteristics of bit-cell access transistors. N may be increased to im-
prove accuracy of results but results changed by less than 5% when N is increased
to 5 × 104 in this work. Hence, N = 104 was used to speed up the analysis. MTJ
conditions for read and write failures were then separately determined to calculate
the respective failure probabilities of the bit-cell.
3.1.1 Write failure
Write failure occur in bit-cells that have write current densities lower than JC
because MTJ resistance (RMTJ) is too large for ATx. This may occur because the
ATx width is too small, the VT of ATx is too large, tMgO is too large, AMTJ is too
small, or a combination of factors. Under process variations, the distribution of write
current density through the MTJs may look like the Gaussian distributions illustrated
in Fig. 3.1(a). However, the distribution of bit-cell write current densities need not be
Gaussian and will not affect the optimization methodology proposed in this chapter.
The write current density in some MTJs of a particular AMTJ may fall below JC
[see the vertical lines in Fig. 3.1(a)] required for switching those MTJs within the
target write delay. The probability that the MTJ is unable to switch within the write
delay is the write failure probability, PWRITE. For each AMTJ , JC is determined and
using N transistor ID–VDS (obtained using Monte Carlo simulations in HSPICE), the
voltage across the MTJ (VMTJ) is determined from the D.C. load line analysis shown
in Fig. 3.1(b). Next, the maximum RMTJ (and the corresponding maximum tMgO,
tMgO−MAX) that allows the MTJ to be successfully written is calculated. Hence, any
bit-cell having an MTJ with the same AMTJ but a thicker tMgO will not be success-
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Fig. 3.1. (a) Illustration of current densities through MTJs of 1T-
1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells during write operation under process
variations. The distribution on the left represents bit-cells switch-
ing from AP to P and the one on the right for bit-cells switching from
P to AP. Some bit-cells may have current densities less than JC and
thus, will not complete switching in the required write time. (b) D.C.
load line used to calculate the maximum tMgO that allow successful
write using a particular transistor.
fully written within the target write delay. Note that because of the bi-directional
write current requirement, the calculation of tMgO−MAX needs to be done for write
‘0’ operations (denoted as tMgO−MAX−0) and for write ‘1’ operations (denoted as
tMgO−MAX−1). Thus, PWRITE for the bit-cell is the probability that tMgO is larger
than that for the maximum RMTJ calculated from the D.C. load line analysis, and







P (tMgO ≥ min (tMgO−MAX−0, tMgO−MAX−1)) (3.1)
The simulations and calculations were repeated for SC and RC bit-cell configurations
(which were presented in Chapter 1) to obtain their respective PWRITE.
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3.1.2 Read-disturb failure
Under process variations, the read current densities of 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-
cells may have the Gaussian distributions as illustrated in Fig. 3.2(a). The illustrated
bit-cells have read currents flowing in the parallelizing direction. The read current
density of bit-cells with MTJs that have very low RA product (due to thinner tMgO
or other reasons) can be higher than JC . Hence, the MTJ may be unintentionally
written into during read operations. The probability that the MTJ in a bit-cell is un-
intentionally written into during read operations is PREAD−DISTURB and is calculated
in the same manner as PWRITE. The differences are that a successful write operation
during read operation is a disturb failure and flips only one MTJ state (either P or
AP). The direction of current flowing through the MTJ during read operations may
parallelize or anti-parallelize the MTJ, depending on the bit-cell configuration and bit
line and source line voltages. For anti-parallelizing read operations, only MTJs in P
may be unintentionally flipped to AP. For parallelizing reads, only MTJs in AP may
be unintentionally flipped to P. The current densities through the MTJs during read
may not have a Gaussian distribution and was assumed so only for illustration. The
proposed failure calculation methodology does not assume the distribution of bit-cell
currents during read operations.
For a particular AMTJ , the minimum RMTJ that results in a read-disturb failure is
first calculated. This condition is only met for a specific tMgO, denoted as tMgO−MIN .
If tMgO is thinner, RMTJ becomes smaller and the MTJ will be written into during
read. Thus, the probability tMgO is thinner than tMgO−MIN is PREAD−DISTURB. For
each AMTJ , JC is determined and using N transistor ID–VDS obtained using Monte
Carlo simulations in HSPICE, VMTJ is determined using the D.C. load line analy-
sis shown in Fig. 3.2(b). Next, the maximum RMTJ (and the corresponding tMgO,
tMgO−MIN) that suffers read disturb when paired with each ATx calculated. Hence,
any bit-cell having the same ATx and an MTJ with the same AMTJ but a thinner
tMgO will be disturbed during read when the MTJ is in AP. Thus, PREAD−DISTURB
40
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Fig. 3.2. (a) Illustration of current densities through MTJs of 1T-
1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells during read operation under process vari-
ations. The distribution on the left represents bit-cells in AP the one
on the right for bit-cells in P. When the read current is in parallelizing
direction, some bit-cells may have current densities more than JC and
thus, will get switched during. (b) D.C. load line used to calculate the
minimum tMgO that suffers read disturb using a particular transistor.
for the bit-cell is the probability that tMgO is larger than that for the maximum RMTJ







P (tMgO ≤ tMgO−MIN) (3.2)
Depending on the bit-cell configuration, the read current direction (and thus the bit
and source line voltages) needs to be carefully chosen to minimize PREAD−DISTURB.
3.1.3 Read-decision failure
During STT-MRAM read operations, the voltages of the bit, source, and word
lines are fixed and current flows through the bit-cell via the MTJ and into a current-
sense amplifier. The sense amplifier compares the bit-cell current to a reference
current (IREF ) to determine RMTJ and hence the magnetic configuration of the MTJ.
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If the bit-cell current is less than IREF , then RMTJ = RH and the sense amplifier
outputs H or ‘1’. If the bit-cell current is more than IREF , then RMTJ = RL and the
sense amplifier outputs L or ‘0’.
Even for fixed voltages on the word, source and bit lines of the STT-MRAM bit-
cell, the current flowing through the bit-cell during read operations may vary due
to process variations. Fig. 3.3(a) illustrates the distribution of read currents that
STT-MRAM bit-cells may have. The Gaussian distribution on the left represents the
current through bit-cells when the MTJ is in AP and the distribution on the right
are for same bit-cells when the MTJ is in P. Some bit-cells in P have currents less
than IREF and some bit-cells in AP have currents more than IREF . The sense amp
will not be able to correctly determine RMTJ in these bit-cells. The distribution of
bit-cell current does not need to be Gaussian and was assumed so only for illustration
purposes. The failure calculation methodology proposed in this chapter does not
assume the distribution of bit-cell currents during read.
Decision failures occur when the sense amplifier outputs H for a bit-cell in P
configuration (RL) and when the sense amplifier outputs L for a bit-cell in AP config-
uration (RH). The probability that a correctly functioning sense amplifier incorrectly
senses RMTJ in the bit-cell is the read-decision failure, PREAD−DECISION . IREF needs
to be chosen to minimize PREAD−DECISION. For a bit-cell with an MTJ of a partic-
ular AMTJ and configuration, a particular tMgO (tMgO−AP−REF for MTJ in AP and
tMgO−P−REF for MTJ in P) will result in the bit-cell current to be IREF . If the MTJ
is in AP, a thinner tMgO will result in a smaller RMTJ and a bit-cell read current
higher than IREF . The sense amp will incorrectly determine RMTJ to be RL during
read. Thus, PREAD−DECISION of the bit-cell is the probability tMgO is lower than
tMgO−AP−REF . Similarly, if the MTJ is in P, a thicker tMgO will result in a larger
RMTJ and a bit-cell current lower than IREF . The sense amp will incorrectly deter-
mine RMTJ to be in RH during read. Thus, PREAD−DECISION of the bit-cell is the
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Fig. 3.3. (a) Illustration of MTJ read current distribution in 1T-1MTJ
STT-MRAM bit-cells under process variations. The distribution on
the left represents bit-cells in AP the one on the right for bit-cells in
P. Some bit-cells in P may have currents less than IREF and some
bit-cells in AP may have currents more than IREF . (b) D.C. load line
used to calculate the maximum tMgO that allow successful write using
a particular transistor.
probability tMgO is larger than tMgO−AP−REF . Hence, PREAD−DECISION for a specific







[P (tMgO ≤ tMgO−AP−REF )
+P (tMgO ≥ tMgO−P−REF )] (3.3)
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The optimum IREF (IREF−OPT ) that minimizes PREAD−DECISION lies between
the nominal bit-cell currents of bit-cell with MTJ in AP (IAP ) and of bit-cell with
MTJ in P (IP ). In the proposed failure calculation methodology, a linear search is
done between IAP and IP to find IREF−OPT . Calculation time maybe significantly
increased if the calculation of PREAD−DECISION requires sweeping the AMTJ during
the linear search. Instead, an approximation is used so there is no need to sweep
AMTJ. For the bit-cell with MTJ in AP (P), we use an MTJ with AMTJ that is six
sigma less (more) than nominal for calculation. The tMgO that results in the bit-cell
current to be IREF is higher (lower) when calculated this way. Thus, the calculated
PREAD−DECISION is larger than actual and provides an approximate upper bound.
3.2 Total failure probability of 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM Bit-cells
In the failure model proposed in [38], read and write failures are assumed to be
independent and hence, the total failure probability of a bit-cell is the sum of read
and write failures. However, the failure model proposed here indicates that write
and read failures may not be independent. Bit-cells that have MTJ with excessively
large tMgO may have write failure as well as decision failure. Hence, the total failure








min (1, P (tMgO ≥ min (tMgO−MAX, tMgO−P−REF ))
×P (tMgO ≤ max (tMgO−MIN , tMgO−AP−REF ))) (3.4)
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, a failure model for 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells is proposed.
A discussion of write, read-disturb and read-decision failures and their occurrence
under process variations was presented. A methodology for calculating each failure
probability using D.C. load line analysis together with HSPICE Monte Carlo sim-
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ulation was also proposed. The total failure probability for 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM
bit-cells calculated using the proposed methodology does not assume independence
of read and write failures. Furthermore, the proposed methodology does not assume
any distribution for bit-cell currents and current densities. The results of the failure
analysis using the proposed methodology depend only on the distributions assumed
for AMTJ , tMgO and I–V characteristics of ATx.
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4. OPTIMIZATION OF 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM BIT-CELLS
This chapter proposes a bit-cell optimization methodology using proper selection of
bit-cell configuration and proper sizing of access transistor (ATx) to minimize failures
in 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells. Bit-cell failure probabilities are calculated using
the failure model presented in Chapter 3. Analysis of the proposed optimization tech-
nique on 1T-1R STT-MRAM bit-cells designed using 45 nm bulk CMOS and 45 nm
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technologies is also presented. The ITRS roadmap shows
that by 2016, transistor gate lengths and MTJ lateral dimensions are expected to
reach 16 nm and 32 nm, respectively [23]. Scaled MTJs can be engineered to meet
performance requirements at iso-stability as explained in [12]. Thus, the optimization
technique proposed in this chapter is used to estimate the expected iso-stability failure
probabilities of 1T-1R STT-MRAM bit-cells in 2016. A 16 nm Predictive Technol-
ogy Model (PTM) is used to model 16nm gate length CMOS ATx in HSPICE. The
MTJ model proposed in Chapter 2 was used to model MTJs with 32 nm × 32 nm
cross-section. ATx variations were simulated using variations in VT (µ = 480mV,
σ = 30mV). This chapter is organized as follows. The MTJ characteristics and as-
sumptions in MTJ variations used in the analysis of the optimization methodology
are presented first. Results of analysis performed on bit-cells simulated in 45 nm
bulk CMOS, 45 nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) and 16 nm predictive (PTM) technolo-
gies are presented next. Specifically, the impact of bit-cell read voltage (VREAD) on
read-disturb and read-decision failures are discussed first, and it is then shown that
proper selection of VREAD allows control over whether disturb or decision failure is
the dominant form of read failure. The impact of NFET sizing on write and read
failures are discussed and compared next. The heuristic for determining the optimum
bit-cell configuration and NFET size is also presented.
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4.1 Proposed Technique for Optimizing 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM Bit-cells
The flow of our proposed optimization methodology is shown in Fig. 4.1. Our
simulation framework is calibrated first and then used to generate MTJ resistance
and switching characteristics for use in rest of the analysis. Initial NFET sizing for
meeting JC in bit-cells of all configurations (standard connection or SC, and reverse
connection or RC) is done without considering process variations to determine an
initial starting point for NFET sizing. I–V characteristics for N = 104 NFET (with
variations) of initial NFET size are then generated using Monte Carlo simulations in
SPICE. Failure probabilities for all bit-cell configurations are then calculated. The
probabilities correspond to bit-cells having initial NFET sizing. NFET width swept
to obtain the failure probabilities versus NFET width. The optimum NFET size for
Simulate MTJ using NEGF simulator to obtain RAAP and RAP vs. tMgO and VMTJ
Run LLGS simulator using MTJ 
parameters to obtain JC(AP?P) and 
JC(P?AP)
Encapsulate RAAP and RAP
equation in Verilog-A model
HSPICE optimization to size NFET to meet both JC(AP?P) and JC(P?AP)
Run 104 Monte Carlo simulations with variations in transistor to obtain ID-VDS. Use 
failure analysis methodology to calculate failure probabilities
For bit-cell write, vary NFET width and 
repeat Monte Carlo simulations to obtain 
PWRITE vs. NFET size
For bit-cell read, vary NFET width and 
VREAD. Repeat Monte Carlo simulations 
to obtain PDECISION and PDISTURB vs. 
NFET size
Obtain optimum NFET size for each configuration
Choose bit-cell giving best array yield for given array size and area
 
q
Fig. 4.1. Illustration of the flow of our proposed optimization technique.
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each bit-cell configuration is determined and the bit-cell configuration that gives the
best array yield for a given array size and area is selected.
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Fig. 4.2. (a) Comparisons of RMTJ vs. VMTJ reported in experi-
ment [21] (squares and triangles) and from our calibrated simulation
framework. (b) TMR vs. VMTJ of corresponding MTJs (a). The
MTJ with 32 nm × 32 nm cross-section is the scaled MTJ.
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 (or J ) vs. MTJ cross-sectional area of the MTJ used in our analysis. 
Fig. 4.3. JSW (or JC) vs. MTJ cross-sectional area of the MTJ used in our analysis.
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Table 4.1.
Parameters for Simulated STT-MRAM Bit-cells
Nominal JC(AP→P) ∼ 2.35 MA/cm
2
Nominal JC(P→AP) ∼ 3.22 MA/cm
2
Nominal Free Layer Volume (Ellipse) 40 nm × 116 nm × 1.5 nm
PMA Anisotropy Energy Barrier EA = 51kBT
Saturation Magnetization (MS) 850 emu/cm
2
Damping Factor (α) 0.028
Gyromagnetic Factor (γ) 17.6 GHz/Oe
45 nm tMgO, 16 nm tMgO, tdelay 1.15 nm, 1.0 nm, ∼40 ns
VDD, VREAD 1.0 V, 0.1 V
VWRITE = |VBL − VSL| 1.0 V
4.2 Characteristics of MTJ Under Analysis
Our simulation framework was first calibrated to experimentally reported data
and then used to generate MTJ characteristics for use in our analysis. The calibra-
tion of the proposed simulation framework using material parameters was presented
earlier in Chapter 2. Fig. 4.2(a) shows the graph of MTJ resistance (RMTJ) versus the
voltage across the MTJ (VMTJ). The MTJ characteristics reported in [21] are plot-
ted together with the MTJ characteristics using the proposed simulation framework.
The MTJ characteristics for identical MTJ dimensions (elliptical cross-section with
40 nm short axis and 116 nm long axis, and 1.5 nm free layer thickness) are in rea-
sonably good agreement. The MTJ characteristic for an MTJ with 32 nm × 32 nm
square cross-sectional area with identical oxide thickness (tMgO) is also plotted in
Fig. 4.2(a). The tunneling magnetoresistance ratio (TMR) versus VMTJ calculated
by our simulation framework and that reported in [21] are graphed in Fig. 4.2(b).
The TMR of the MTJ used in our analysis is substantially higher than the TMR
reported in [21]. However, the trend of TMR versus VMTJ is in good agreement. The
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difference in MTJ characteristics does not impact the correctness of the optimization
methodology proposed in this chapter, but the optimum NFET width and bit-cell
failure probabilities are affected.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the critical current density (JC) for switching MTJ
configurations within a fixed period of time is needed for calculating failure proba-
bilities for 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells. Other than JC , other metrics commonly
quoted in literature include the critical switching current (IC) or the VMTJ at which
the MTJ is switched [20,21,36]. Note that IC or JC may also be defined as the required
current or current density required to ensure MTJ switching occurs, independent of
switching delay. Throughout this research, the switching time dependent definition
of JC and IC (IC = JC × AMTJ , AMTJ = MTJ cross-sectional area) is used. JC also
depends on factors such as the free layer magnetic anisotropy, applied magnetic fields
on the free layer, and other factors as discussed in Chapter 2. Interestingly, JC is
independent of tMgO in the model proposed in this dissertation. Since variations are
assumed only in tMgO and MTJ lateral dimensions, variations in JC are due only to
variations in MTJ cross-sectional area in the analysis to be presented next. Fig. 4.3
shows the graph of JC versus AMTJ for 40 ns switching delay. We have defined switch-
ing delay (tdelay) as the time taken for spin-transfer torque to rotate the free layer
magnetization from 0◦ or 180◦ to 90◦. The circles and squares in Fig. 4.3 are JC as
determined from the simulation framework. The lines in Fig. 4.3 are fitted to these
data points and used to model the MTJ area dependence in JC of the MTJ used in
the analysis later. Together, Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 represent the characteristics of the
MTJ used for evaluating the effectiveness of the optimization methodology proposed
in this chapter. Parameters of the MTJ for bit-cells simulated in 45 nm bulk CMOS
and 45 nm SOI technologies are summarized in Table 4.1. Parameters of the MTJ
for bit-cells simulated in 16 nm PTM are the same except for AMTJ and the nominal
JC . Also, the analysis was performed assuming
σ
µ
= 2% in tMgO and
σ
µ
= 5% in MTJ
cross-sectional area. µ for tMgO and AMTJ were kept at nominal values for the anal-
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ysis. For 16 nm PTM technologies, NFET variations were simulated using variations
in VT (µ = 480mV, σ = 30mV).
4.3 Simulation Results and Analysis of Proposed Optimization Technique
The results and analysis of optimized 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells in 45 nm
bulk CMOS, 45 nm SOI and 16 nm PTM technologies are presented in this section.
The selection of VREAD and the impact of VREAD on read failure of all the bit-cells are
discussed first. After that, the impact of NFET width on bit-cell failures is presented.
The results are then used to discuss the heuristic for determining optimality.
4.3.1 Selection of VREAD
The read failures of 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells in 45 nm bulk CMOS and
45 nm SOI technologies (standard VT ) are plotted against VREAD in Fig. 4.4(a) and




























































Fig. 4.4. (a) Read failures vs. VREAD and (b) corresponding IREF-
OPT for 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells in 45 nm bulk CMOS tech-
nology. NFET widths are 671 nm and 405 nm for SC and RC bit-cells,
respectively.
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Fig. 4.5(a), respectively. NFET width is kept constant for each technology while
VREAD is varied to determine the read failures. NFET width for SC and RC bit-cells
implemented using 45 nm bulk CMOS transistors are 671 nm and 405 nm, respec-
tively. Decision failures and disturb failures are plotted separately to show that the
choice of VREAD determines which read failure is dominant. The change over points
indicate that for the RC bit-cell, a larger VREAD can be used before disturb failures be-
come dominant compared to the SC bit-cell. Also, disturb failures decrease as VREAD
is reduced because lower VREAD reduces bit-cell currents and hence, lowers the current
density through the MTJ during read. Decision failures decrease with lower VREAD
because of higher TMR at lower VMTJ . Degradation of TMR with VMTJ (or IMTJ)
has been widely reported [20,21,56] and Fig. 4.2(b) illustrates the TMR degradation
captured in our NEGF based MTJ model. For small VMTJ , the TMR of the MTJ
approaches its maximum (170%) at tMgO = 1.15 nm. However, the bit-cell TMR is
always lower than the TMR of the MTJ due to the resistance of the access transistor
that appears in series with RMTJ . When the transistor resistance becomes the dom-
inant contributor to the total bit-cell resistance, distinguishability between RP and
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Fig. 4.5. (a) Read failures vs. VREAD and (b) corresponding IREF−OPT
for 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells in 45 nm SOI technology.
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Fig. 4.6. (a) Read failures vs. VREAD and (b) corresponding IREF−OPT
for 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells in 16 nm PTM technology.
RAP is reduced. The corresponding IREF−OPT for the calculated PREAD−DECISION
in Fig. 4.4(a) and Fig. 4.5(a) are graphed in Fig. 4.4(b) and Fig. 4.5(b), respectively.
The graph of 16 nm PTM based STT-MRAM bit-cell read failures versus VREAD
at fixed NFET width is shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The same trends found in read failures
for STT-MRAM based on 45 nm CMOS technologies are also observed. However,
VREAD at which disturb failures become more dominant are much higher than 45 nm
CMOS based STT-MRAM bit-cells (likely due to higher VT ). Thus, decision failure
is expected to remain the dominant failure in future STT-MRAM.
4.3.2 Effect of NFET sizing and proposed heuristic for optimality
The graph of PWRITE versus NFET width for bit-cells in 45 nm transistor technolo-
gies is shown in Fig. 4.7. As the NFET width increases, more of VWRITE is dropped
across the MTJ (i.e., VMTJ increases). Thus, the fundamental limit of bit-cell write
failure can be calculated by ignoring the NFET and assuming VMTJ = VWRITE.
This is analogous to assuming an infinitely wide NFET. For our MTJ and choice of
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VWRITE, the fundamental limit of bit-cell write failure is less than 10
−20. The NFET
width needed to achieve this is very large and unfeasible for high-density STT-MRAM
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Fig. 4.7. Write and read failures vs. NFET width for bit-cells in
45 nm bulk CMOS and 45 nm SOI technologies. Optimum NFET
width occurs when write and decision failure probabilities are equal.
Failure probability at the optimum width is ∼ 3.4× 10−6.





























Fig. 4.8. Write and read failures vs. NFET width for bit-cells in
16 nm PTM technology. Optimum NFET width occurs when write
and decision failure probabilities are equal. Failure probability at
optimum width is ∼ 1.18× 10−7.
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arrays. Furthermore, read decision failures become the dominant failure beyond a cer-
tain NFET width.
In order to determine the optimum NFET width, the dominant bit-cell failure
needs to be determined. As shown in Fig. 4.4(a) and Fig. 4.5(a), decision failures are
the dominant read failure at sufficiently small VREAD. Since the decision and disturb
failures can be controlled independent of write failures by setting VREAD, VREAD is set
such that read failures are as small as possible and are dominated by decision failures
(VREAD = 0.1V). Write failures and decision failures are then compared with varying
NFET width (Fig. 4.7). Our simulations show that write failures are higher than
read failures over a wide range of NFET widths. PREAD−DISTURB for both 45 nm
bulk CMOS and 45 nm SOI technologies are less than 2× 10−10 over the entire range
of NFET width. Compared to the RC bit-cell, the NFET width at iso-PWRITE for
SC bit-cell is much smaller. Thus, the SC bit-cell has better yield at iso- bit-cell area
as compared to the RC bit-cell. Also, write failures are lower than decision failures
when the NFET is wide enough. Beyond that width, decision failure dominates and
increases with increasing NFET width. The optimum NEFT width is the one at which
decision failures are equal to write failures. Since array area and bit-cell density are
the primary concerns for memory arrays, the optimum bit-cell configuration is the
one that requires the smallest NFET width. The optimum NFET width is about
1829 nm and about 1005 nm for SC bit-cells in 45 nm bulk and 45 nm SOI CMOS
technologies, respectively. The failure probabilities of the optimum bit-cells in 45 nm
bulk CMOS and 45 nm SOI technologies are both ∼ 3.4 × 10−6. The optimum read
current configuration is to have anti-parallelizing read for SC bit-cells implemented
in 45 nm bulk CMOS technology, whereas that for SC bit-cells implemented in 45 nm
SOI is to have parallelizing read. IREF−OPT are 27.83 µA and 27.29 µA for bit-cells
implemented in 45 nm bulk CMOS and 45 nm SOI technologies, respectively.
Note that VWRITE has been set to be VDD in our bit-cells since STT-MRAM
bit-cells are anticipated to be embedded close to the processor core where higher I/O
voltages are not readily available. A higher VWRITE allows more write current density
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through the MTJ during write. Hence, write failures may be reduced by increasing
VWRITE if higher supply voltages are available. Higher VWRITE also allows the NFET
width to be reduced at iso-PWRITE at the expense of increased power dissipation.
However, decision failure may increase slightly when NFET width is reduced, as
shown in Fig. 4.7.
PWRITE versus NFET width for bit-cells in 16 nm PTM technology are shown in
Fig. 4.8. The trends observed are similar to those in the bit-cells in 45 nm transistor
technologies. The write failure improvement diminishes with increasing NFET width.
Write failure and decision failure versus NFET width are compared with VREAD =
100 mV (decision failure is the dominant read failure under this condition). NFET
width of the RC bit-cell is limited by AP to P switching (source degenerated NFET).
However, compared to the RC bit-cell, NFET width at iso-PWRITE for SC bit-cell is
much smaller. Thus, SC bit-cells implemented in 16 nm PTM shows better yield at
iso- bit-cell area. The optimum NFET width occurs at the point where decision failure
just dominates write failure (463 nm). The bit-cell failure probability is ∼ 1.18×10−7
and IREF−OPT for sensing the MTJ resistance is 23.02 µA. PREAD−DISTURB < 3 ×
10−12 over the entire range of NFET width and the optimum read current direction
is to have parallelizing read.
Observe that the decision failure probability is strongly dependent on the NFET
width when the NFET width is small. The decision failure probability then reaches
a minimum and increases slightly with increasing NFET width. This trend may be
explained by the effects of NFET channel resistance and MTJ resistance on the bit-cell
TMR. For small NFET widths during read operation, the total bit-cell resistance is
dominated by the NFET channel resistance which has little dependence on the MTJ
configuration. Hence, the difference in bit-cell resistance when the MTJ is in parallel
and when the MTJ is in anti-parallel is small. Under process variations, it becomes
difficult to differentiate the resistances, resulting in higher decision failure probability.
However, the total bit-cell resistance is dominated by the MTJ resistance when the
access NFET becomes large enough. At larger NFET widths, the bit-cell TMR is
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Table 4.2.
Parameters for Optimized STT-MRAM Bit-cells
45 nm Bulk CMOS 45 nm SOI 16 nm PTM
Bit-cell Configuration SC SC SC
Read Current Direction Anti-parallelizing Parallelizing Parallelizing
NFET Width 1829 nm 1005 nm 463 nm
Failure Probability ∼ 3.4× 10−6 ∼ 3.4× 10−6 ∼ 1.177× 10−7
Dominant Failure Read-decision Read-decision Read-decision
VREAD 0.1 V 0.1 V 0.1 V
IREF−OPT 27.83 µA 27.29 µA 23.02 µA
determined almost exclusively by the TMR of the MTJ. When the MTJ resistance
dominates, the voltage dropped across the bit-cell is mostly dropped across the MTJ.
Increasing NFET width decreases the NFET channel resistance and the overall bit-
cell resistance while increasing VMTJ , which reduces the TMR of the MTJ and the
bit-cell. Since the voltage across the bit-cell is small during read operations, the
increase in VMTJ with increasing NFET width is very small. Hence, decision failure
probability increases slightly with increasing NFET width.
Parameters for the optimum bit-cells are summarized in Table 4.2. The failure
probability is reduced by more than an order of magnitude when MTJs are scaled.
The likely reason is that MTJ resistances are significantly larger as compared to the
NFET resistance [see Fig. 4.2(a)]. Note that in Fig. 4.2(b), TMR of the scaled MTJ is
lower. Since the bit-cells using the MTJ characteristics assumed here are dominated
by decision failure and since TMR expresses the relative change in MTJ resistance,
MTJs with large relative and absolute resistance difference between P and AP states
are needed to improve decision failure probability.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, an optimization methodology for 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells
is proposed. The application of the proposed optimization methodology to 1T-1MTJ
STT-MRAM bit-cells in 45 nm bulk CMOS, 45 nm SOI and 16 nm PTM technologies
is also studied. The MTJ characteristics used in this study were generated using the
simulation framework proposed in Chapter 2, which was calibrated to experimentally
reported data. The optimization methodology proposed in this chapter successfully
optimized the bit-cell configuration as well as the NFET size. Furthermore, it is
observed that resistance distinguishability in 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells depends
strongly on the relative as well as the absolute resistance difference between MTJs in
P state and MTJs in AP state.
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5. ASSIST TECHNIQUES FOR FAILURE MITIGATION
IN 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM
Process variations may cause failures in STT-MRAM as was shown in Chapter 4. The
analysis and optimization methodology proposed in Chapter 4 was applied to 1T-1R
STT-MRAM bit-cells with read failures that are dominated by: 1) disturb failure and
2) decision failure. The results are summarized in Fig. 5.1, and the common trends
observed are: 1) when the access transistor (ATx) is sized larger than the optimum
width, read failure dominates; 2) write failure dominates when ATx is smaller than
the optimum width; and 3) if write failure can be mitigated to shift the curve to
the left, the optimum width of Tx may be reduced and the failure probability of the
bit-cell may possibly reduce as well. Thus, to enable higher integration density and
reduce the optimum area of 1T-1R bit-cells, techniques for reducing write failures
need to be developed.
Fig. 3. Optimization results of disturb failure dominant and decision dominan




























Fig. 5.1. Optimization results of disturb-failure-dominant and
decision-failure-dominant bit-cells using the methodology from Chap-
ter 4.
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One method of reducing write failures is to reduce the critical switching current,
IC , of the MTJ. At the device level, significant research has been done to reduce IC
to lower write energy and write delay [28,36,44,45]. However, device-level techniques
may require costly changes to the fabrication process. Circuit-level techniques that
require minimal changes in the fabrication process are thus preferred for reducing
IC . One such assist technique using an applied external magnetic field was proposed
in [57] and [58]. The authors of [57] suggest that the magnetic field be generated
using the same current that flows through the MTJ. The magnetic field generated is
small (< 0.5 Oe) and possibly insufficient to reduce IC . Instead, additional structures
for generating the assist magnetic field may be used, and will be presented later in
Section 5.1.4. The main contribution of this chapter is the proposal of assist tech-
niques for mitigating failures in 1T-1R STT-MRAM bit-cells. Specifically, several
circuit-level write-assist techniques are developed. The techniques developed in this
chapter may be used in conjunction with the optimization methodology proposed in
Chapter 4 to yield smaller 1T-1R STT-MRAM bit-cells that are optimized for fail-
ures. The novelty of the approach in this dissertation compared to prior work, such
as those in [59] and [60], is that no assumptions are placed on the distributions in
bit-cell currents. Instead, distributions for bit-cell parameters such as MTJ cross-
sectional area (AMTJ), MTJ oxide thickness (tMgO), and access transistor parameters
are assumed because the bit-cell currents may not be normally distributed. Further-
more, the approaches proposed in [59] and [60] are architecture-level solutions. The
approach in this chapter is a bit-cell-level and circuit-level solution complementing
prior work.
5.1 Write Assist Techniques
As discussed earlier, the optimum ATx width may be reduced by mitigating write
failures, possibly reducing bit-cell failure probability as well. Thus, four write failure
mitigation techniques that reduce the optimum bit-cell size while maintaining bit-cell
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performance are explored. The four write-failure mitigation techniques are word-line
voltage boosting, transistor body biasing, write voltage boosting, and external applied
magnetic field. The main idea behind the techniques that manipulate the voltages on
the control lines (bit, source, and word lines, denoted BL, SL, and WL, respectively)
or the body terminal of ATx is that current flowing through the MTJ during write
operations may be increased. Alternatively, IC needed to switch the MTJ may be
reduced using an external applied magnetic field, as will be discussed in Section 5.1.4.
5.1.1 Word-line voltage boosting
In some transistor technologies, the transistor gate voltage may be boosted such
that VGS > VDD. For bit-cells implemented with such transistor technologies, the
word-line voltage (VWL) may be boosted during write operations to lower the tran-
sistor resistance (RTx) and allow more current to flow through the MTJ. This is
illustrated by the example load line in Fig. 5.2(a). In the SC bit-cell, the MTJ in the
anti-parallel (AP) configuration may have such a large resistance (RMTJ) that the
current flowing through the MTJ (IMTJ) falls below IC . By boosting the word-line
voltage, RTx is reduced drastically and, as a result, IMTJ can rise above IC . The
analysis in Section 5.2 assumes a boosted VWL of 1.3 V for write operations and
VWL = 1.0 V for read operations for the word-line voltage boosting assist technique.
Since write operations in memory occur infrequently, boosting VWL during write may
have little impact on the reliability of the transistor. Also, note that in conventional
6T SRAMs, unselected cells in a row need to be placed in a pseudo-read condition and
hence, a boosted VWL may lead to disturb failures in the unselected cells during write
operations. This is not the case in STT-MRAMs since the BL and SL in unselected
columns may be discharged to GND to save power.
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5.1.2 Write voltage boosting
Writing data into STT-MRAM bit-cells requires the application of voltages on
BL, SL, and WL. WL controls the gate of ATx as well as IMTJ . When VWL is
VDD = 1.0 V, BL and SL voltages determine IMTJ . Fig. 5.2(b) shows the D.C. load
line of the bit-cell when the voltage on BL (VBL) is VDD and the voltage on SL (VSL) is
GND. The MTJ is in the AP configuration and cannot be written in the write cycle
because IMTJ < IC . However, IMTJ may be increased by increasing VBL beyond VDD,
as shown in Fig. 5.2(b) by the dashed load line. When VBL is increased, IMTJ becomes
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Fig. 5.2. These load lines illustrate how write failures are mitigated
by (a) word-line voltage boosting, (b) write voltage boosting, (c) ATx
body biasing, and (d) applied magnetic field assist. The transistor ID-
VDS is shifted by word-line voltage boosting and ATx body biasing.
The MTJ load line is shifted by write voltage boosting. The critical
switching current (IC) is shifted by applied magnetic field assist.
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larger than IC , and thus the MTJ can be successfully written during the write cycle.
In order to implement the boosted write voltage, an additional voltage plane may be
required along with voltage level converters in BL and SL drivers. Furthermore, a
higher write voltage increases the electrical stress on the MgO barrier and may lead
to reliability issues, which is beyond the scope of this dissertation. In Section 5.2, the
write voltage (VWRITE = |VBL−VSL|) is assumed to be 1.3 V at VWL = 1.0 V for the
write voltage boosting assist technique.
5.1.3 Access transistor body biasing
The bit-cell current may be increased without increasing the width of ATx by
lowering the threshold voltage (VT ) of ATx, as shown in Fig. 5.2(c). A circuit-level
technique to lower the VT of ATx is to apply a voltage to the body of ATx (VBODY ).
Assuming that inter-die variation is the dominant component of variation, a single
bias to ATx body may be sufficient in improving the failure probability of the bit-cells
on the die. Forward biasing the ATx body may increase the leakage currents in the
cell, resulting in increased power dissipation. However, the increase in power may be
insignificant because the array can be powered down during standby, and for small
VREAD, the increase in junction leakage may be insignificant. Note that the only area
penalty comes from circuitry for generating the body bias and not from bit-cells. In
Section 5.2, VBODY = +0.3 V body bias to all ATx in the array is assumed for the
ATx body biasing assist technique, and VWL = 1.0 V for read and write operations.
5.1.4 External applied magnetic field assist
It was shown in [45] that variations in switching delay of an MTJ are due to
thermal fluctuations that cause the magnetization of the free layer (FL) to become
non-collinear with the magnetization of pinned layer (PL). When FL and PL are
exactly collinear, no spin-transfer torque can be generated and spin-transfer torque
switching is impossible. Thermal fluctuations slightly perturb the FL magnetization
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such that FL and PL are non-collinear, and spin-transfer torque may be generated
when a current flows through the MTJ. Once the current starts flowing through
the MTJ, the spin-transfer torque starts moving the FL magnetization away from
the easy axis of the PL. When the angle between the magnetization of FL and the
easy axis of the PL becomes large enough, the spin-transfer torque can overcome the
anisotropies of the FL and switch the FL magnetization. However, an incubation
period is required from the start of current flow before the spin torque exerted on the
FL becomes large enough to switch the FL magnetization.
An alternative method to that proposed in [45] to reduce the incubation period
is to apply a small magnetic field (
#»
HAssist) that tilts the FL magnetization towards
its hard axis, as proposed in [57] and [58]. Compared to ATx body biasing, word-
line voltage boosting, and write voltage boosting techniques, where bit-cell currents
are increased and may affect the reliability of the MTJ, the applied magnetic field
effectively reduces the IC of the MTJ as shown in Fig. 5.2(d). However, the
#»
HAssist









where EA,MS, and V are the activation energy, saturation magnetization, and volume
of the FL, respectively.
Analysis of the effects of a hard axis field on the switching delay of MTJs was
done in [58, 61, 62]. It was found in the analysis done in this dissertation that IC
was not significantly reduced if
#»
HAssist was turned on for the entire period when
the bit-cell was being written. This is consistent with results reported in [62]. The
reason is that the effect of the hard axis field is different during switching of the
FL magnetization. The cause of this difference is the precessional nature of FL









HAssist aids spin torque. As a result, the overall
switching delay is not significantly reduced. However, a significant reduction in IC
may be achieved if
#»
HAssist is pulsed before spin-torque current starts flowing. In
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the analysis done in [62],
#»
HAssist was turned on first and the FL magnetization was
allowed to settle before
#»
HAssist is turned off and then injecting spin-torque current.
This method achieved significant reduction in IC for sufficiently large
#»
HAssist. The
technique proposed in this chapter differs from that proposed in [62] in that
#»
HAssist is
turned on for a fixed period, regardless of whether the FL magnetization has settled.
Compared to this scheme, the scheme proposed in [62] trades off settling time and
the spin-torque current pulse width. If the time for FL magnetization to settle at its
equilibrium is large, the pulse width for spin-torque current must be small so that the
total write delay is constant. The total write delay is 40 ns in this chapter. If
#»
HAssist
is pulsed for 10 ns and the FL magnetization is allowed to settle, the spin-torque
current pulse must be 30 ns to meet the write delay target. Because of the inverse
exponential dependence of IC on switching delay, the reduction in IC due to
#»
HAssist
may be cancelled by the increase in IC due to reduction of spin-torque current pulse
width from 40 to 30 ns. Hence, the IC reduction at larger
#»
HAssist shown here is not
as much as reported in [62]. Furthermore, large
#»
HAssist may not necessarily improve
the write failure probability at iso-write cycle time. When
#»
HAssist is just turned on,
the FL magnetization experiences a significant disturbance. As shown in [62], the
Fig. 7. Iso-EA switching current for AP to P with different applied magneti
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Fig. 5.3. Iso-EA switching current for AP to P with different applied
magnetic fields and MTJ cross-sectional area.
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Fig. 8. Timing diagram of assist magnetic field (right) and the current puls




























































































Fig. 5.4. Timing diagram of assist magnetic field (below) and the
current pulse that flows through the MTJ with (below) and without
(top) assist magnetic field.
response of the FL magnetization may overshoot the final state when
#»
HAssist is just
turned on. When this occurs, significant reduction in IC may be observed even in the
presence of thermal fluctuations. However, this occurrence depends on the thermal
fluctuation as well as the initial magnetization of FL. The variation in switching delay
is increased if FL magnetization is not allowed to settle. Hence, when a large
#»
HAssist
is applied, a significant amount of time is required for FL magnetization to stabilize
so as to maintain switching delay variation.
The amount of power consumed to generate
#»
HAssist may also be significant. For
example, 250 µA is needed to generate 5 Oe of magnetic field 100 nm away from a
straight interconnect wire. However, this may be reduced by cladding the wire with a
suitable material, as demonstrated in [63]. Also, if
#»
HAssist is turned on for the entire
duration of write as proposed in [58], the power consumption will be very large. Since
#»
HAssist is only required to destabilize the initial magnetization of the FL during write,
it does not need to be turned on for the entire duration of write. By reducing the
amount of time
#»
HAssist is turned on, the overall power consumption may be lower
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(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 9. Interconnect structures that can be used to generate assist magnetic 
field. The MTJ is situated along the vertical axis. Fig. 5.5. Interconnect structures that can be used to generate assist
magnetic field. The MTJ is situated along the vertical axis.



















Fig. 5.6. Layouts of bit-cell structures (left) without magnetic field
generating structure, and (right) with a long interconnect wire to
generate magnetic field for assisting write (labeled “AsL”). (Inset)
Top-down view of cells with the MTJ (black boxes). The bit-cell area
(red dashed boxes) is the same in both cases.
than that without
#»
HAssist. In our analysis, the
#»
HAssist pulse is assumed to be on for
1 ns and IMTJ to flow for 39 ns immediately after the
#»
HAssist pulse is turned off.
The graph in Fig. 5.3 shows the iso-activation energy (iso-EA) reduction in IC when
switching from AP to P for different strengths of
#»
HAssist and for different AMTJ . The
timing diagrams for the current pulses through the MTJ with and without
#»
HAssist
are shown in Fig. 5.4. When
#»
HAssist = 0 Oe, IMTJ flows for 40 ns. Generally, the




On-chip structures for generating magnetic fields
A method of generating
#»
HAssist on-chip was proposed in [57]. However, other
structures may be used to generate
#»
HAssist. In this dissertation, three structures
(shown in Fig. 5.5) that may be incorporated into STT-MRAM arrays to generate
#»
HAssist on-chip are proposed. The MTJ is situated along the vertical axis (red line) in
Fig. 5.5. The need for additional structures to generate
#»
HAssist may result in an area
overhead compared to the standard STT-MRAM bit-cell. In this dissertation, bit-
cells incorporating the structure shown in Fig. 5.5(a) are analyzed. The interconnect
wire runs parallel to WL and the FL of the MTJ sits 100 nm below the wire, as
shown in Fig. 5.6. The wire also has no cladding that can reduce the current required
to generate
#»
HAssist. In the proposed layout shown in Fig. 5.6,
#»
HAssist acting on the
nearest neighbor MTJ is less than half of
#»
HAssist acting on selected MTJs. Since
#»
HAssist = 5 Oe is very small compared to the critical field (∼ 900 Oe) of the FL, the
disturbance on unselected neighboring MTJs is negligible.
5.2 Comparison of Write Assist Techniques
Bit-cells implemented with each failure mitigation technique were optimized at
iso-delay to compare the effectiveness of individual failure mitigation technique. Ta-
ble 5.1 lists each of the cases analyzed, their associated parameters, and results of
optimization corresponding to each case. Write power is calculated by averaging the
average energy per write operation over the write cycle period (twrite = 40 ns). The









where Ei,j is the energy to write data ‘j’ into a bit-cell storing data ‘i’. In the bit-cells
analyzed in this work, only E0,0, E0,1, E1,0, and E1,1 are available. The write power






With the exception of transistor body biasing, all other failure mitigation tech-
niques do not affect read failures. Even though disturb failures increased they remain
negligible compared to decision and write failures. Thus, the optimum ATx width
is still determined by write and decision failures. Note that read power increase is
negligible, even when ATx body biasing technique is applied. This is because the ATx
width is smaller and VREAD is small enough that junction leakage is not significantly
increased compared to the read currents through the MTJ. Also, improvement in
decision failure was observed only for ATx width below 400 nm. Overall, ATx body
biasing shifts the ATx width versus decision failure curve towards the left. Also,
increasing ATx body bias increases the minimum achievable decision failure. The
results show that the optimum decision failure probability occurred at ATx width of
908 nm with no body bias, compared to 876 nm for VBODY = +0.3 V. However, the
decision failure probability increased from 3.3718×10−6 to 3.3723×10−6. The cause is
that body biasing increased the ATx drive strength and allowed more current to flow
through the bit-cell for reading; nominal read currents for AP and P configurations
increased from 17.58 µA and 43.12 µA to 17.60 µA and 43.21 µA, respectively. Hence,
IREF−OPT increased from 26.75 µA to 26.79 µA after ATx body biasing was applied.
At increased read currents, TMR of the MTJ is reduced, even though sensing margins





where RTx is the ATx channel resistance (relatively constant for small VREAD), an in-
crease in IREAD leads to smaller nominal RMTJ and increases sensitivity to variations
in tMgO and AMTJ . Thus, sensing margins alone may not be able to accurately gauge
the sensing failure rates in STT-MRAMs. Furthermore, additional failure mitigation
techniques [30, 31], which are beyond the scope of this dissertation, may be required
to further improve array yield of STT-MRAMs.
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 lists the results of iso-ATx width and iso-failure probabil-
ity comparisons of the techniques listed in Table 5.1, respectively. When individual
assist techniques are compared, word line voltage boosting technique achieved the
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Table 5.1.
Simulation Parameters and Optimization Results for 1T-1R STT-MRAM Bit-cells Analyzed
Assist Technique Applied Technique Optimum Tx IREF−OPT Sensing Calculated Relative Relative
Parameters Width (nm) (µA) Margin (µA) PFAIL Write Power Bit-cell Area
VWL=1.0V
A. No Assist Technique VWRITE=1.0V 1829 27.97 9.87 3.39×10
−6 1.0 1.0
VBODY =0.0V
B. Tx Body Biasing VBODY=+0.3V 1333 27.59 9.65 3.38×10
−6 0.975 0.744
C. VWRITE Boosting VWRITE=1.3V 1180 27.30 9.48 3.38×10
−6 1.036 0.653
D. Applied External 1ns pulse, 5Oe, 908 26.75 9.17 3.372×10−6 0.874 0.497
Magnetic Field Fig. 5.5(a) structure
E. Word-line Voltage Boosting VWL=1.3V 908 26.75 9.17 3.372×10
−6 1.04 0.497
F. Technique B + Technique C − 942 26.95 9.28 3.373×10−6 1.01 0.515
G. Technique C + Technique D − 908 26.75 9.17 3.372×10−6 0.973 0.497
H. Technique D + Technique E − 908 26.75 9.17 3.372×10−6 1.067 0.497
I. Technique C + Technique E
VWL = 1.3V 908 26.75 9.17 3.372×10−6 1.194 0.497
VWRITE=1.3V




Write Failure Probability of Table 5.1 Techniques at 500nm Transistor Width
A B C D E F G H I J
7.49×10−3 2.32×10−3 1.25×10−3 1.61×10−4 2.58×10−8 4.21×10−4 1.65×10−5 3.41×10−11 1.33×10−9 8.29×10−5
Table 5.3.
Transistor Width of Table 5.1 Techniques at 1×10−4 Failure Probability
A B C D E F G H I J
957 nm 766 nm 703 nm 528 nm 239 nm 596 nm 415 nm 169 nm 201 nm 740 nm
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best reduction in failure probability and ATx width at iso-ATx width and at iso-
failure probability, respectively, followed by the applied external magnetic field tech-
nique. The structure assumed for generating
#»
HAssist is a straight line interconnect
[see Fig. 5.5(a)] and hence, the layout of the cell is similar to that of field-switched
MRAM and the interconnect may run above or below the MTJ as required to reduce
the footprint of the bit-cell [64]. Furthermore, ATx is much larger than minimum
size to provide sufficient write current through the MTJ thus, enlarging the bit-cell
footprint. The additional area may then be used for the interconnect structures for
generating
#»
HAssist. Note that even though currents as large as 250 µA are required
to generate |
#»
HAssist| = 5 Oe of assist hard axis field, the total write energy is reduced
because of the short pulse of
#»
HAssist (1 ns) and reduction in IC . The energy for
generating
#»
HAssist field is 2.5 fJ if the current is directly drawn from the VDD supply
(corresponding to 62.5 nW for twrite = 40 ns).
Schemes employing a combination of write failure mitigation techniques were also
analyzed and the results are listed in Table 5.1. Note that minimizing PFAIL was used
as the optimization criteria. The minimum achievable PR−DEC occurred at 908 nm
and at 876 nm for VBODY = 0 V and VBODY = +0.3 V, respectively. Hence, the
optimum widths cannot be lower when decision failure is the dominant failure below
908 nm and 876 nm, respectively. Since decision failure does not vary significantly for
a range of widths below the optimum width (as seen in Fig. 4.7), architecture level
failure mitigation techniques, such as those analyzed in [65], may be used to mitigate
read failures in conjunction with our write failure mitigation techniques to achieve
much smaller ATx width and hence, smaller array area. Hence, using combinations
of read and write failure mitigation techniques, the total array power consumption
and the data storage density may be reduced and increased, respectively.
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5.3 Summary
Four write failure mitigation techniques – access transistor body biasing, write
voltage boosting, word-line voltage boosting and external applied magnetic field tech-
nique – were developed and analyzed in this chapter. Using the optimization tech-
nique and bit-cell failure estimation methodology proposed in Chapter 4, bit-cells
designed with and without assists were optimized and compared at iso-write delay.
For the MTJ used in the analysis, external applied magnetic field assist was the most
efficient among the four techniques. Bit-cells implemented with external applied mag-
netic field generated using a long current carrying wire achieved reduction in optimum
access transistor width and write power consumption.
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6. ALTERNATIVE STORAGE ELEMENTS FOR
STT-MRAM
In the previous chapters, the design and optimization of standard spin-transfer torque
magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM) have been discussed. Chapter 3 discussed the three
main failure mechanisms in STT-MRAMs that have been explored in this disserta-
tion – write failure, read-disturb failure, and read-decision failure. Then, circuit-level
failure mitigation techniques were proposed and evaluated in Chapter 5. These tech-
niques are preferred because they do not require changes to the fabrication process
of the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), which is the storage device in STT-MRAM.
However, as will be discussed later in this chapter, improvements in the characteris-
tics of the storage device are required to fully exploit the benefits of STT-MRAM in
memory systems.
The previous chapters showed that the main design issue that severely limits the
minimum cell size of STT-MRAM for high-performance on-chip cache applications
is the large critical write currents (IC) required to program the MTJ. Thus, write
failures are mitigated by ensuring that the access transistor (ATx) in the bit-cell is
large enough to allow sufficient write current to flow through the bit-cell during write
operations. In order to reduce the required ATx size and thus, reduce the bit-cell
area to increase memory density of STT-MRAM, write failure mitigation techniques
were proposed and evaluated in Chapter 5. Although the techniques successfully re-
duced the bit-cell area, it was shown in Fig. 4.7 that the lowest failure probability
(PFAIL) is limited by read-decision failure (PREAD−DECISION). Improvements in the
distinguishability between the stored MTJ states may be achieved either by reducing
the variations in the resistance of the MTJ or by increasing the Tunneling Magne-
toresistance Ratio (TMR) of the MTJ. Both are improvements in the characteristics
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of the MTJ and hence, device-level design techniques are required to exploit the full
potential of STT-MRAM.
In this chapter, device-level design techniques to improve STT-MRAM for high-
performance on-chip cache applications are explored. The first device that is evaluated
is a multi-ferroic tunnel junction (MFTJ) in which the MgO tunnel oxide in the MTJ
is replaced with a ferroelectric tunnel barrier. The improvements obtained in using an
MFTJ are presented, followed by a discussion of the inherent limitations as a result
of the two-terminal nature of the MTJ. This is then followed by a short discussion
of some multi-terminal MTJ structures that have been proposed in the literature to
mitigate the design issues arising from the limitations of using two-terminal MTJ
as the storage device. However, since the devices proposed in the literature do not
completely overcome the design issues, which will be discussed later, an alternate
MTJ structure consisting of complementary polarizers (the CPMTJ) is proposed in
Section 6.2.1. Analysis of the proposed CPMTJ, which will be presented later in this
chapter, shows that it is able to solve the design issues in STT-MRAM based on the
two-terminal MTJ, leading to significant improvements in STT-MRAM performance.
6.1 The Multi-ferroic Tunnel Junction
As mentioned earlier, sensing failures may severely limit the bit-cell area and
failure probability in 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM. Since it will be very challenging to
significantly reduce process variations in the MTJ, enhancing the TMR of the MTJ
may improve the sensing failure probability of STT-MRAM bit-cells. Replacing the
tunnel barrier in an MTJ with a ferroelectric tunnel barrier (FTB) allows modulation
of the tunneling conductance through the tunneling electroresistance (TER) effect
[66], which may be used to enhance the TMR of the tunnel junction (TJ) and improve
sensing failures in STT-MRAM memory cells.
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Fig. 6.1. The MFTJ structure consists of two ferromagnetic (FM)
layers (blue with red arrows) sandwiching a thin ferroelectric layer
(gray with dark blue arrows). The arrows denote the magnetization
and electric polarization of the ferromagnetic and ferroelectric lay-
ers, respectively. In-plane anisotropy (IMA) FM layers are shown for
illustration. The two memory states available are shown. (Right)
The circuit schematic of the MFTJ based STT-MRAM memory cell
with PL on the bottom. IAP and IP denote the current directions for
anti-parallelizing and parallelizing the FM layers, respectively.
6.1.1 The MFTJ structure
The structure of the multi-ferroic tunnel junction (MFTJ, shown in Fig. 6.1)
consists of two ferromagnetic electrodes sandwiching an FTB. Ferromagnetic config-
uration of the MFTJ is switched using spin-transfer torque like in MTJ-based STT-
MRAM. The current directions for anti-parallelizing (IAP ) and for parallelizing (IP )
the FL are shown in Fig. 6.1. Since the FTB is very thin, the electric field in the tun-
nel barrier during write operations may be sufficient to switch the FTB polarization
when current is being passed through MFTJ to switch its FL magnetization. Hence,
two configurations of ferroic properties exist in the structure as shown in Fig. 6.1. The
remnant polarization in the FTB and non-zero screening lengths in the ferromagnetic
electrodes result in a small TER effect as illustrated by the band diagrams in Fig. 6.2.
The effective potential along the transport direction of the MFTJ is such that the
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Fig. 6.2. Conceptual description of the MFTJ in the NEGF frame-
work, where each cross represents a lattice point. The potential profile
across the MFTJ under different FE polarizations without spin split-
ting is also shown.
larger screening length. Although the TER effect is small when FTB is thin, it may
be sufficient to enhance the TMR of the MFTJ and hence, reduce sensing failures in
STT-MRAM.
6.1.2 MFTJ modeling
The MFTJ may be modeled just like an MTJ, except that the physics due to
the ferroelectric polarization need to be included in the model for the MFTJ. The
dynamics of the ferroelectric polarization is modeled using the Landau-Khalatnikov
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(LK) model. The Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) solver explained in
Appendix A is also modified to account for effects in the ferromagnetic contacts of
the MFTJ induced by the ferroelectric polarization of the FTB.
The NEGF model for the MFTJ
The I − V of the MFTJ may be calculated using the NEGF approach described
in Appendix A. The effect of ferroelectric polarization in the tunneling barrier is
modeled by adding to H in Appendix A an extra potential, UFE, written as
UFE(i,i) =

σSφL,iI, if i ≤ NL
























∣∣∣ #»P ∣∣∣ , where ∣∣∣ #»P ∣∣∣ is positive if #»P is pointing left in Fig. 6.2 (6.3)
Finally, the current density flowing through the MFTJ (JMFTJ) can be calculated
using Eq. A.15. However, JMFTJ depends on the magnetization directions of the
pinned layer, PL, and free layer, FL (given by m̂ · M̂ , where m̂ and M̂ are the
magnetization directions of the FL and PL, respectively), and on the polarization of
the ferroelectric tunnel barrier (
#»
P ). In this model, the dependence of JMFTJ on m̂ ·M̂
and on
#»























where JP = JMFTJ(θ = 0) and JAP = JMFTJ (θ = π). JMFTJ(
∣∣∣ #»P ∣∣∣) may then be
written as
JMFTJ
(∣∣∣ #»P ∣∣∣) = ec1| #»P |+c0 (6.5)
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where ci are fitting parameters (different for positive and for negative
∣∣∣ #»P ∣∣∣) since #»P
modulates the effective barrier height [66].
The Landau-Khalatnikov model
Dynamics of ferroelectric polarization is described by the Landau-Khalatnikov

















P ) is the free energy functional of the ferroelectric material, and a0 is a
proportionality constant. F (
#»


















P ) describes the ferroelectric anisotropy, a1 is a proportionality constant,
and
#»
E is the external electric field applied across the ferroelectric.
SPICE compatible model for the MFTJ
The SPICE compatible dynamical MTJ model developed in this dissertation was
presented in Chapter 2. It was modified to enable SPICE simulations to include
ferroelectric dynamics. The components of the modified SPICE model are shown in
Fig. 6.3. Note the inclusion of an additional Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)
solver block to model the LK equation, on top of the two ODE blocks used to model
the LLG equation in spherical coordinates. The I − V characteristics of the MFTJ
returned by our NEGF solver are encapsulated as a compact model, and may also
include
#       »
STT calculated using Eq. A.16 in the NEGF solver. Alternatively, the model
for
#       »
STT proposed in [68], written as Eqs. C.2–C.8, may also be used. Each ODE
solver block consists of a capacitor network as shown in Fig. 6.3, where each current
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Fig. 6.3. Block diagram of the SPICE compatible MFTJ model pro-
posed and developed in this dissertation.
and components of m̂, in spherical coordinates in the LK and LLG block, respectively.
#»
P and m̂ are used to calculate IMFTJ , VMFTJ , and
#       »
STT during simulation.
6.1.3 Evaluation of MFTJ for STT-MRAM based high-performance on-
chip cache
The MTJ characteristics used as the baseline for comparison are graphed in
Fig. 2.6. Ferroelectric polarization was added to this MTJ to create an MFTJ for
exploration. The ferroelectric polarization versus electric field hysteresis curve and
the ferromagnetic parameters assumed for the MFTJ are shown in Fig. 6.4 (tOX in
the MFTJ case is the equivalent MTJ tOX).
#»
P is assumed to be pointing along the
direction of electron transport. Other device parameters are listed in Table 6.1.
TMR versus oxide voltage (voltage applied across the tunnel junctions) were
calculated in our NEGF solver and plotted in Fig. 6.5, showing that the TMR of
the MFTJ is 7.2% higher than that of the MTJ. However, the TMR of the MFTJ
based STT-MRAM memory cell is only 4.7% higher than MTJ based STT-MRAM
(assuming 900 nm wide ATx), implying that transistor resistance significantly affects
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Fig. 6.4. Ferroelectric polarization vs. applied voltage curve of MFTJ.
Table 6.1.
Parameters of MFTJ Model
Gilbert Dampling, α 0.014
Gyromagnetic Ratio, γ 17.6 MHz/Oe
Free Layer Geometry 50 nm×50 nm×1.4nm
tWRITE, IC0 5 ns, 60 µA
ATx Technology 45 nm bulk CMOS
Retention Barrier (EA) 56kBT
tOX , Read VDD, VREAD 1.25 nm, 1.0 V, 0.3 V
TMR of the memory cell. Although the FTB enhanced the TMR of MFTJ based
STT-MRAM, the overall resistance of the memory cell is also higher than that of
MTJ based STT-MRAM. Consequently, read disturb current through the MFTJ
based STT-MRAM is 0.3 µA lower than in MTJ based STT-MRAM. Read-disturb
failures are thus lower in MFTJ based STT-MRAM than in MTJ based STT-MRAM.
On the other hand, due to the larger resistance, MFTJ based STT-MRAM requires a
write voltage of 0.973 V compared to 0.971 V in MTJ based STT-MRAM (considering




























 Fig. 6.5. Comparison of device TMR of MFTJ and MTJ.
As discussed in Chapter 1, it is extremely challenging to design robust STT-
MRAM for on-chip cache applications due to conflicting design requirements. The
problem is further compounded by the fact that the storage device is a two-terminal
device, which limits the design choices available. On the other hand, multi-terminal
MTJ structures provide an avenue to alleviate these design limitations. In the fol-
lowing sections, the discussion will focus on the design of STT-MRAM using these
multi-terminal structures. A multi-terminal MTJ structure consisting of complemen-
tary polarized pinned layers will be proposed, and the later sections will show how
the proposed structure enables STT-MRAM based cache to outperform 6T SRAM
based cache.
6.2 Multi-terminal MTJs as STT-MRAM Storage Devices
It has been shown in the earlier sections that two-terminal MTJs for STT-MRAM
requires the read and write current paths to be shared, which leads to severe design
limitations. Although the two-terminal nature of the storage device allows for very
small bit-cell footprint, the benefits are eroded if better STT-MRAM performance
is required. Several multi-terminal MTJ structures have been proposed in the liter-
ature to mitigate the aforementioned design issues. Although multi-terminal MTJ
structures require additional ATx in the bit-cell, the sizing requirements on the ATx
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may be less stringent than that in STT-MRAM based on two-terminal MTJs and
hence, STT-MRAM bit-cells using multi-terminal MTJ structures may have smaller
footprint than STT-MRAM bit-cells based on two-terminal MTJs. A review of the
multi-terminal MTJ structures proposed in the literature is presented in Appendix D.
In this dissertation, a novel multi-terminal MTJ is proposed and evaluated for high-
performance on-chip cache application.
6.2.1 The complementary polarizer MTJ structure
Fig. 6.6 shows the structure of the proposed complementary polarizer MTJ (CPMTJ)
with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and its corresponding array organi-
zation. The design of CPMTJ based STT-MRAM, or CPSTT, is guided by the key
insight that the parallelizing operation is preferred to reduce write power because IC
required to align magnetic layers is usually lower than that to anti-align magnetic
layers [51]. The structure of the CPMTJ consists of two complementary polarized
PL, and one FL sandwiching a tunneling oxide. Write operations in CPSTT occur by
steering current through the bit-cell depending on the data being stored, as illustrated
in Fig. 6.7, and hence CPSTT requires two ATx’s (ATxL and ATxR). Although two
ATx’s are required, their sizing requirement is relaxed because there is no source
degeneration in the write operation of CPSTT. The FL is connected to the bit-line
(BL) while ATxL is connected to the left source-line (SLL) and ATxR is connected to
the right source-line (SLR). Current flows from BL to SLL to write ‘0’ (FL becomes
parallel to the left PL, which is connected to SLL), whereas current flows from BL to
SLR to write ‘1’ (FL becomes parallel to the right PL, which is connected to SLR).
Note that in CPSTT, the data is represented by the FL magnetization relative to two
complementary PL magnetizations.
During read operations, the voltages of SLL, SLR, SD and SDB of the sense
amplifier are first charged to VPre [see Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9] by setting RCLK, RDEN




















Fig. 6.6. (Left) Proposed Complementary Polarizer STT-MRAM
structure (CPSTT), and (right) the organization of CPSTT mem-












Fig. 6.7. Voltages across and currents flowing through our CPSTT
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Fig. 6.8. Source-line (SL) and bit-line (BL) drivers, and latch based
sense amplifier for CPSTT. Control circuitry for SEL (row decoders),
REN, RDEN, RCLK, CLK,WrData, and column selection multiplex-
ers are not shown.





























Write ‘0’ Write ‘1’Read Read Read
Fig. 6.9. Timing diagram of control signals SEL, REN, RDEN, RCLK,
WrData, SLL, and SLR during write and during read operations,
relative to the clock (CLK ) signal. WrData is the data to be written
during write operations, and GND≤(VSLL, VSLR)≤VDD during read,
as shown by the shaded regions. The bit-cell ‘holds’ data when SEL
is GND.
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allow current to flow from SLL (IREAD,L) and from SLR (IREAD,R) to BL. IREAD,L
or IREAD,R will be larger depending on the data stored in the bit-cell. If the selected
CPSTT cell stores a ‘0’, the current path from M7–M9 will be stronger than that
from M3–M5. Hence, it is easier to charge up SDB than SD to VDD. On the other
hand, the current path from M3–M5 will be stronger than that from M7–M9 if the
selected CPSTT cell stores a ‘1’. Then, it is easier to charge up SD than SDB to
VDD. At the end of the clock cycle,the voltages of SDB and SD will be VDD and
GND (GND and VDD), respectively, if the selected CPSTT cell stores a ‘0’ (‘1’).
The result is then latched into the D flip-flops at the end of the cycle.
6.2.2 Evaluation of bit-cells using complementary polarizer MTJ
The complementary polarizer MTJ (CPMTJ) structure was proposed in the pre-
vious section. The proposed structure avoids the source degeneration problem during
write operations and enables self-referenced differential sensing for read operations.
In this section, the CPMTJ based STT-MRAM (CPSTT) bit-cell is evaluated using
the simulation framework described in Chapter 2. The layout for the CPSTT bit-cell
is first presented alongside the layout for Standard STT-MRAM bit-Cell (SSC) so
that the CPSTT bit-cells may be compared to SSCs at the same bit-cell layout area.
The read and write performance of CPSTT bit-cells are then compared to those of
SSCs.
Layout comparisons
The layouts for Standard STT-MRAM bit-Cell (SSC) and CPSTT shown in
Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11 respectively are drawn using λ based layout rules [69, 70].
As Fig. 6.11(d) shows, the area of the memory cell may be limited by the minimum
metal pitch when the required ATx width is small. Thus, the cell area may remain
constant when ATx width changes, such as for SSCs with ATx width below 200 nm.
On the other hand, the fingered transistor layout may be used to reduce parasitics by
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) is sufficient for achieving the write delay targets under 
process variations. However, due to source degeneration in 
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write operations. For design purposes, the lesser of the two 
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Fig. 6.10. Layout of Standard STT-MRAM bit-Cells (SSCs) (a) with-
out and (b) with fingered ATx. SSC Layout without fingered ATx may
be limited by the metal pitch as shown in (a). The layout in (b) is
identical to that of 2T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cells with shared WL.
implementing a single large transistor as several smaller transistors when the tran-
sistor is sufficiently large [1]. However, the layout area for fingered transistors may
be limited by the metal pitch just like when ATx width is too small. Fig. 6.11(d)
plots the memory cell area versus ATx width for CPSTT memory cells and SSCs.
Because the minimum allowed ATx width is 120 nm in the CMOS technology used
in this analysis, the fingered ATx layout for CPSTT may only be used for ATx width
≥240 nm. Consequently, the CPSTT cell area for ATx width between 180 nm and
239 nm is larger than that for ATx width of 240 nm. Hence, increasing ATx width
to optimize CPSTT and SSC bit-cells may be done without cell area penalty within
certain ranges of ATx width. The bit-cell area is fixed at 0.1152 µm2 in the following
comparisons between CPSTT and SSC.
Comparison of write performance
The parameters for bit-cell level simulations of SSCs and CPSTT are shown in
Table 6.2. The complementary PLs in CPSTT need to be separated by an amount
dependent on the layout rules. Hence, the FL in CPSTT is enlarged to allow it
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Analysis of write operations in CPSTT bit-cells and SSCs 
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Fig. 6.11. Different layouts of the CPSTT bit-cell explored in this
work are shown in (a) and (b). The fingered ATx layout in (c) is used
when the ATx width is large. The comparison of CPSTT and SSC bit-
cell areas at iso-ATx width is shown in (d). The metal pitch limited
region for CPSTT corresponds to the layout in (b). The layouts for
SSC are shown in Fig. 6.10.
to interface with both PLs. As a result, IC(‘0’) of CPSTT is larger than that in
SSC. However, SSC requires bi-directional write current flow to program the bit-
cells, whereas CPSTT always parallelizes the FL with a PL. Hence, IC(‘1’) of CPSTT
can be lower than that of SSC, as shown in Table 6.2. Furthermore, the ATx’s are
never source degenerated during CPSTT write operations. Table 6.3 shows the VDD
required for CPSTT and SSC bit-cells to meet the required write margins (defined
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Table 6.2.
Simulation Parameters for Bit-cell Comparisons
Retention Barrier Height 56kBT
Write pulse width 2.0 ns
FL size (SSC) 10 nm× 10 nm× 1.5 nm
FL size (CPSTT) 10 nm× 22.5 nm× 1.5 nm
TMR, RAP at VMTJ = 0 V 160%, 7.5 Ω− µm
2 at tMgO = 1.15 nm
Bit-cell Area (SSC and CPSTT) 0.1152 µm2
ATx Width (SSC, CPSTT) 600 nm, 240 nm
tMgO 1.0 nm
CMOS Technology 45 nm bulk CMOS
SSC: IC(‘0’), IC(‘1’) 8 µA, 16 µA
CPSTT: IC(‘0’), IC(‘1’) 13.5 µA, 13.5 µA
IC was calculated from 1300 OOMMF monodomain simulations at T = 300 K
Table 6.3.
Iso-Write Margin VDD and Average Write Power Per Bit
Write Margin SSC CPSTT SV-CPSTT
0% 0.700 V, 11.92 µW 0.581 V, 11.59 µW 0.553 V, 10.19 µW
10% 0.738 V, 13.62 µW 0.618 V, 13.53 µW 0.588 V, 11.95 µW
20% 0.775 V, 15.39 µW 0.655 V, 15.52 µW 0.623 V,13.75 µW
as write margin = IWRITE−IC
IC
), and the corresponding average write power per bit.
CPSTT write operations consume less power per bit than SSC at iso-write margin
and iso- bit-cell area because of two reasons. Firstly, the access transistors are not
source degenerated. Secondly, VDD may be lowered to meet IC requirements at the



































Fig. 6.12. The inclusion of a spin valve (SV) structure may reduce IC of CPSTT.
However, IC may still be too high due to the larger FL volume in CPSTT as
compared to in SSC. Table 6.3 shows that as a result of the large IC , CPSTT may
still dissipate higher write energy per bit than SSC at large write margins. The IC
for switching FL at GHz speeds may also be prohibitively large. Several works have
proposed reducing IC in conventional MTJs by replacing the FL with a GMR based
spin valve structure [71–73]. The FL in CPSTT may also be replaced with a spin
valve (SV) as illustrated by Fig. 6.12, to reduce IC . The modified CPSTT structure
is denoted as SV-CPSTT. During write operations, current flows through the top PL
through a non-magnetic metallic spacer (which may be Cu) before entering the FL.
The current then tunnels across the tunneling oxide into one of the bottom PL just
like in the basic CPSTT. Note the top PL is magnetized perpendicular to the easy
directions of the other magnetic layers. The spin torque acting on FL due to the top
PL provides a large initial torque that aids the switching of FL magnetization and
hence, leads to reduced IC [45, 71].
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Table 6.4.
Iso-VREAD Comparison of Sensing Margins At VDD = 1.0V
VREAD = 0.3 V SSC CPSTT
IREF 9.57 µA 6.50 µA
IREAD,P 12.53 µA 12.17 µA
IREAD,AP 6.60 µA 6.50 µA
Margin 31% 87%
Avg. Read Energy / Bit 11.48 fJ 5.60 fJ
Table 6.5.
Iso-VREAD Comparison of Disturb Margins At VDD = 1.0V
SSC CPSTT
3.47 µA = 0.217× IC 11.83 µA = 0.493× IC
Table 6.3 also shows the VDD and average write power per bit for SV-CPSTT
under the same simulation conditions as the other memory cells. The additional
torque from the orthogonal PL reduces IC from 13.5 µA to 12.5 µA and also reduces
the required VDD to meet the same write margin at iso-cell area. Thus, the SV
structure lowers the write power dissipated by CPSTT when large write margins are
required. Results in Table 6.3 show that SV-CPSTT has 10%–14% lower write power
than SSC at iso-write margin and iso- bit-cell area.
Comparison of read performance
Table 6.4 and 6.5 summarizes the read performance of SSC and CPSTT. Instead
of implementing the sense amplifier in Fig. 6.8, the comparison was done using D.C.
current sensing scheme for both SSC and CPSTT. |VSL − VBL| = VREAD = 0.3V
was assumed for SSC and VSLL − VBL = VSLR − VBL = VREAD = 0.3V was as-
sumed for CPSTT. The reference current for SSC was calculated as IREF = 0.5 ×
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(IREAD,AP + IREAD,P ). Since the self-referenced differential sensing scheme in CP-
STT compares the two read currents through the bit-cell, IREF for CPSTT is defined
as the current flowing through the PL that is anti-parallel to the FL. Also, the sensing
margin is defined as
IREAD,P−IREF
IREF
. Table 6.4 shows that the sensing margin is more
than 2.8× that of SSC, and the average read energy per bit for CPSTT is 51.2%
lower than in SSC. SSC has significantly higher read energy per bit because IREF
needs to be generated separately. Note that the sensing margin in SV-CPSTT is the
same as that in CPSTT. Finally, Table 6.5 compares the disturb margins (defined as
|IREAD − IC |) in CPSTT and in SSC. In this comparison, the fact that the torque
per read current in CPSTT is lower than in SSC is neglected. Hence, the disturb
margin in CPSTT shown in Table 6.5 is the worst case disturb margin. Even so,
the disturb margin of CPSTT is 3.4× that of SSC. However, the disturb margin for
SV-CPSTT is 1.0 µA lower than that of CPSTT. Even so, the disturb margin for
SV-CPSTT is 3.1× that of SSC. The disturb margins for CPSTT and SV-CPSTT
are expected to be even better when the latch based sense amplifier in Fig. 6.8 is used
for sensing CPSTT. A full transient simulation in SPICE with realistic parasitics was
used to evaluate CPSTT read operation with the sense amplifier proposed in Fig. 6.8.
SRAM bit-lines in 45 nm CMOS technology may have stray capacitances as high as
100 fF [74]. Hence, the stray capacitances on BL, SLL, and SLR are assumed to
be 100 fF, and 1 pF on SEL in SPICE simulation of CPSTT using the periphery
circuitry in Fig. 6.8. Transient SPICE simulation results show that read operations
up to 1.5 GHz are possible, at read energy of 14 fJ/bit.
6.3 Cache Design using Complementary Polarizer MTJ
Processor performance is greatly improved by the use of caches [75]. The process
of fetching data from off-chip may take hundreds to thousands of cycles and thus
limits the performance of computing platforms. On-chip caches improve processor
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Fig. 6.13. Architecture of an N -way associative cache having k+m+3
bits wide address. There are N tag-data pairs per row of cache and
2k number of rows. During read, the m most significant bits of the
address are checked against the tag bits in the tag array to determine
whether the cache contains a copy of data in stored memory. A cache
hit (miss) occurs if data is (not) in cache.
to the processor cores. This section shows how the proposed CPSTT can be used in
the design of on-chip caches.
6.3.1 The tag array
Since cache is a small chunk of very fast memory, the processor needs to map
memory addresses in cache to memory addresses in main memory. In associative
caches, the cache location corresponding data memory address is stored in the tag
array. The memory address stored in the tag array, together with the tag address
where the tag is stored, forms the address of the memory location in main memory
(Fig. 6.13). When the processor accesses a memory location, the memory controller
checks in cache first to see if the data corresponding to that memory location is
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implement CAM
































Fig. 6.14. Additional logic is added to the sense amplifier from Fig. 6.8
to implement CPSTT based content addressable memory (CAM). The
sense amplifier of the i-th column (or bit) in the row is shown here,
with Data and DataB renamed to Tag i and TagB i, respectively. Ev-
ery bit in the tag in Fig. 6.13 is compared to the corresponding bit in
the m most significant address bits using the additional logic shown
for CAM and/or ternary CAM (TCAM). The result of each bit com-
parison goes to a high fan-in dynamic NOR gate shown. The output
of the NOR gate goes into the input of the OR gate shown in Fig. 6.13
to determine whether there is a cache hit.
next level of memory hierarchy and so on until it finds the data [75]. Once the data
is found, the memory controller copies it into cache and the processor can continue
program execution. Thus, the tag array stores address bits that need to be compared
during every memory access and the system only needs to know if the contents of the
tag match part of the address to main memory. Such a memory structure is called
content addressable memory or CAM [1]. Note that bit-comparison in CAM is done
for all the bits in a row. On the other hand, a ternary CAM, or TCAM, is a special
kind of CAM in which bit-comparison on some bits in the row can be ignored. A
“don’t care” signal tells the TCAM which bit-comparisons may be ignored. Thus,
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the difference in the array storing data and the array storing tags in the cache is the
additional logic required to compare stored tag bits to the address bits as shown in
Fig. 6.14.
When checking if every tag bit matches the corresponding address bit, a signal
to indicate a match is generated for every bit-comparison. The signals are AND-ed
together to determine if the tag matches the address. High fan-in AND logic gates
tend to be very slow and can significantly degrade cache performance. Alternatively,
the same bit-comparison can be done by checking if any tag bit does not match the
corresponding address bit. Any mismatch indicates that tag and address are not the
same. The signal for every comparison can be NOR-ed together to determine if the
tag matches the address. A fast circuit implementation for high fan-in NOR gates
uses dynamic style logic [1] as shown in Fig. 6.14.
In a CPSTT based CAM, the memory cells do not have to be modified. Since each
bit-position corresponds to a column in memory, additional logic may be integrated
into the sense amplifier for every column to compare the stored tag bit with the
corresponding address bit [see Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14]. The sense amplifier in Fig. 6.8
is modified to enable CAM and TCAM capabilities as shown in Fig. 6.14, where Tag i
is the i-th bit stored in a row in the tag array. Due to the differential nature of the
sense amplifier, complementary signals (Tag i and TagB i) are available. Comparison
with the i-th address bit can be done using the logic shown in Fig. 6.14. If Tag i does
not match the corresponding address bit (Addr i), both AND gates output logic ‘0’.
However, one of the AND gates will output logic ‘1’ if Tag i matches Addr i. A high
fan-in dynamic NOR gate (Fig. 6.14) checks if any of the m tag bits do not match
the corresponding address bit. Match is preset to logic ‘1’ when PCLK is ‘0’ during
the preset phase. When PCLK goes to ‘1’ in the evaluation phase, Match will be
pulled down to logic ‘0’ if any of the MatchB i signals is ‘1’. This Match signal goes
to the N -input OR gate in Fig. 6.13, which tells the cache controller whether data
corresponding to the memory address is found in cache (a cache hit if it is, and cache
miss if not).
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In a CPSTT based TCAM, an additional input, XCarei, controls whether the
i-th tag bit comparison with the corresponding address bit is ignored. TCAM can
be enabled by adding one more input to the NOR gate used for CAM as shown in
Fig. 6.14. If XCarei is high, MatchB i will be ‘0’ regardless of Tag i and Addr i. Hence,
Match becomes independent of the i-th bit comparison if XCarei is ‘1’.
The CAM and TCAM were implemented using CPSTT and validated in SPICE.
Simulation parameters for the CPSTT cell used in the CAM and TCAM are the
same as those presented in the previous sections. The additional logic gates shown
in Fig. 6.14 are implemented as single-stage CMOS logic gates instead of multi-stage
gates. In the CMOS technology used for this work, the single-stage gate delay is about
the same as the delay of a two-input NAND gate. Transient SPICE simulation results
show that CAM/TCAM operations at frequencies up to 1.5GHz are possible. Since
both CAM/TCAM and RAM read operations may be clocked at 1.5GHz, CPSTT
based on-chip L1 caches may be implemented with latencies comparable to SRAM
based on-chip L1 caches.
6.3.2 Column-selection
When the data being accessed is located in cache, the cache read operation pro-
ceeds as follows (Fig. 6.13). The row of bit-cells corresponding to the memory address
is accessed. A tag search is performed in corresponding row of the tag array. Since
the data of the corresponding memory location is already in cache, the tag search
returns a hit, and the MATCH corresponding to the tag location is asserted. The
N -way analog multiplexer now connects the write drivers and the sense amplifiers to
the source lines of the corresponding columns. The cache access scheme just described
is called the sequential tag-data access (Fig. 6.15), where data sensing is done only
after the tag search returns a hit [75]. The alternative access scheme is the parallel
tag-data access (Fig. 6.15) where data sensing on all the memory cells in the row
are done in parallel with the tag search [76]. In order to reduce the number of sense
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done by checking if any tag bit does not match the 
mismatch indicates that tag 
e signal for every comparison 
can be NOR-ed together to determine if the tag matches the 
address. A fast circuit implementation for high fan-in NOR 
In CPSTT based CAM, the memory cells do not have to be 
corresponds to a column in 
memory, additional logic may be integrated into the sense 
amplifier for every column to compare the stored tag bit with 
the corresponding address bit [see Fig. 17 and Fig. 18]. The 
sense amplifier in Fig. 6 is modified to enable CAM and 


























Fig. 6.15. Timing of (top) parallel and (bottom) sequential tag-data access.
 and 
-th address bit can 
 does not 
), both AND gates 
output logic ‘0’. However, one of the AND gates will output 
. A high fan-in dynamic NOR 
 tag bits do not match the 
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 goes to ‘1’ 
 will be pulled down to logic ‘0’ 
 signal goes to 
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whether data corresponding to the memory address is found in 
 controls whether the -th 












4:1 Mux 4:1 Mux
2
Bit 0 Bit 63
26 = 64 rows
22 = 4 words / row
64-bit word
28 = 16384 bits
Fig. 6.16. Bit-interleaving reduces the multiplexer wiring as shown in
this illustration using a 16kb (kb = kilobit) array storing 64 bit words
with 4-way associativity. The n-th bit of each word is stored in four
adjacent columns to reduce the wiring from the columns to the 4:1
multiplexers. When a word is being read out (solid shaded square),
the word line of the selected row (red line) is turned on and the select
signal to the multiplexers determine which of the four words stored
in the row is read out.
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Table 6.6.
Processor Configuration for System Simulation
Processor Core Alpha 21264 pipeline, out-of-order,
issue width-4
Functional Units Integer - 8 ALUs, 4 multipliers
Floating Point - 2 ALUs, 2 multipliers
L1 Data Cache 32-kilobytes, direct mapped,
32-byte line size





amplifiers required for SSC and CPSTT based cache arrays, the sequential tag-data
access scheme is used. Furthermore, the wiring from the read and write peripheral
circuits is reduced using bit-interleaving [76–78] as illustrated in Fig. 6.16.
6.3.3 System-level evaluation of CPSTT based on-chip cache
The overall energy consumption, area, and performance of CPSTT based caches
are compared to an SSC based cache using a modified version of the CACTI 6.5 cache
modeling tool [77] and the SimpleScalar architectural simulator [79] for a wide range
of SPEC2K6 benchmarks. The processor configuration used in our analysis is shown
in Table 6.6. In this work, SSC, CPSTT, and SV-CPSTT bit-cells are implemented
in both the tag and the data arrays of L2 cache. The L2 cache access is assumed to
be sequential in which the tag is compared first and the data array is accessed only
for hits as explained in Section 6.3.1. For an SSC-based tag array, the tag data has to
be read out first and compared. The data array is then accessed if there is a hit. On
the other hand, CPSTT based caches can read the tag data and perform comparisons
in one cycle. The data array is then accessed if there is a hit. Therefore, the assumed
read latency of the SSC cache is twice that of CPSTT cache.
For fair comparison, cache arrays based on SSC, CPSTT and SV-CPSTT are



















Fig. 6.17. Energy consumption and area comparison of 2 MB (MB =
Mega Byte) L2 cache based on SSC, CPSTT, and SV-CPSTT. The
results are based on the bit-cell level results for 20% write margin in


















Fig. 6.18. Performance comparison of 2 MB (MB = Mega Byte) L2
cache based on SSC, CPSTT, and SV-CPSTT, based on bit-cell level
results for 20% write margin in Table 6.2 to 6.3.
level parameters used to obtain the results are tabulated in Table 6.2 and 6.3. Fig. 6.17
shows that the total energy consumption of a CPSTT based cache is ∼ 9% lower than
that of an SSC based cache even though the write power per bit-cell is substantially
lower. The modest energy improvement in CPSTT based caches stems from three
factors: 1) write operations do not occur as often as read operations, 2) source-lines of
unselected bit-cells need to be charged to avoid disturbing them when writing into the
selected bit-cells, and 3) energy consumption is dominated by charging of the word-
lines and bit-lines. Furthermore, Fig. 6.18 shows that CPSTT based caches achieve
> 9% higher Instructions Per Cycle (IPC) than SSC based caches due to much lower
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cache read latencies. As shown in [31], SSCs may require multi-cycle read operations
to mitigate sensing errors. Thus, cache performance, which is very sensitive to read
latency, is much better in CPSTT based caches than in SSC based caches.
6.4 Summary
In the earlier chapters, it was shown that the key design issues hindering standard
STT-MRAM–shared read and write current paths, source degeneration of the access
transistor during write operations, and single-ended sensing operations–arise due to
the two-terminal nature of the storage device (the magnetic tunnel junction, MTJ).
This chapter described the multi-terminal MTJ structures proposed in the literature
and proposed a novel complementary polarizer MTJ (CPMTJ) structure that over-
comes all the aforementioned design issues in STT-MRAM. The evaluation of the
CPMTJ based STT-MRAM (CPSTT) bit-cell presented in this chapter showed that
the average write energy in the CPSTT bit-cell may be increased due to an enlarged
free layer. However, a spin-valve structure added to the CPMTJ (which is called the
SV-CPSTT) may achieve 10% savings in average write energy. Since write opera-
tions may occur infrequently, a system-level evaluation was performed. The design
of CPSTT caches was discussed first before the evaluation results were presented.
Simulation results show that when the write margins are fixed and the array area and
capacity are kept the same, CPSTT and SV-CPSTT based caches can achieve 9%
improvement in performance and > 8% savings in energy consumption as compared
to cache based on the standard STT-MRAM bit-cell.
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7. ON-CHIP APPLICATIONS OF STT-MRAM
The design of robust STT-MRAM based on-chip caches has been discussed in the
preceding chapters. Results from Chapter 6 show that STT-MRAM based on-chip
cache may provide system-level benefits in terms of improvements in energy con-
sumption and in performance. However, the most significant system level implication
of STT-MRAM is that it allows new functions to be embedded within the on-chip
caches with little to no area overhead, and no degradation in cache performance. This
chapter explores two on-chip cache applications that may be significantly improved
by STT-MRAM–in the area of on-chip hardware security (Section 7.1) and another
in the area of application acceleration (Section 7.2).
7.1 STT-MRAM Based Random Number Generators
Random numbers are useful in security applications such as for cryptographic key
generation as well as other applications such as Monte Carlo simulations. A spin dice
was proposed as a 1-bit true random number generator (TRNG) implemented using
standard STT-MRAM [80], shown in Fig. 7.1 (which is called cSD), and an m-bit
random number may be generated by concatenating m spin dies. The operation of
cSD requires three sequential steps as illustrated in Fig. 7.2: 1) initializing or resetting
the cSD to a known state; 2) stochastic programming of the cSD by current-driven
STT (also called rolling the dice); and 3) sensing the final state of the cSD. However,
several design issues limit the efficacy of cSD. Steps 1 and 2 are required to randomize
the state of the cSD. The final state of cSD is sensed by passing a current through
the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) in the cSD. Under thermal fluctuations and
process variations, the current flowing through the MTJ during sensing may bias
the final state of the cSD in a similar way that STT-MRAM is affected by the read
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disturbance problem, which was discussed earlier in Section 3.1.2 and in [21, 38].
Hence, the randomness cSD is degraded because the current paths for programming
and sensing are shared. Increasing the activation energy (EA) of the MTJ increases
the current required to flip the MTJ state during sensing operations and mitigates
the sensing bias in cSD. However, doing so increases the critical switching current
(IC) needed to program the MTJ and hence, increase the power consumed by the
cSD.
7.1.1 CPSTT based TRNG
The complementary polarizer STT MTJ (CPMTJ) structure discussed in Chap-
ter 6 may be used to implement on-chip spin dice (CPSD, shown in Fig. 6.6 and
repeated here in Fig. 7.3). The CPSD structure overcomes the design issue in cSD
by enabling self-referenced differential sensing of the CPSD state. First, consider the
operation of the CPSD. Fig. 7.4 shows that the state of the CPSD is reset by passing
a current from the bit-line (BL) to the left source-line (SLL). Rolling of the CPSD
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a m-bit random number generator Fig. 2. Illustration of spin dice operation using an example CDF of 
?? ???? ???? ?
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???????? ? ? ???? ? ?? ? ??? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ?
Fig. 7.1. Schematic diagram of an m-bit random number generator
implemented using STT-MRAM based spin dice. The directions of
current flow through the MTJ to program it are shown on the right.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of spin dice operation using an example CDF of 
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CDF of Write '0'
CDF of Write '1'
V DD
V?
???????? ? ? ???? ? ?? ? ??? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ?
A
Operation Steps: 
1) Reset dice to ‘0’ 
2) Roll dice by stochastically 
writing ‘1’ 
3) Sense state of spin dice by 
passing current through 
the MTJ (|IMTJ| << |IC0|) 
 
IC0 is the current for writing 
‘0’ with 50% success rate.
Fig. 7.2. Illustration of spin dice operation using an example CDF of
MTJ switching characteristics. The stochastic nature of spin-transfer
torque is exploited to generate ‘1’ with 50% probability.
is done by passing current from BL to the right source-line (SLR). The state of the
CPSD is sensed by first biasing the CPSD as shown in Fig. 7.5 and then comparing
the current flowing from BL to SLL and BL to SLR. Consider when the FL is more
closely aligned with SLL than SLR (Fig. 7.6). The current flowing out of SLL will
be larger than that through SLR. In the monodomain limit, the net torque acting on
the FL due to the two currents acts to align the magnetization of FL in the direction
of the PL that is connected to SLL. By similar arguments, the FL becomes aligned
with PL connected to SLR if the current flowing from BL to SLR is larger than that
flowing from BL to SLL during sensing. Hence, there is a positive feedback loop that
stabilizes the FL magnetization during sensing and preserves the randomness of the
CPSD. Note that IC for the CPMTJ may be larger than that of the conventional
MTJ because of a larger FL (which was explained in Chapter 6). Since the primary
contribution to power consumed by a spin dice is the power consumed to reset and
to stochastically program the spin dice, the larger IC of CPMTJ may result in higher
power consumption of CPSD compared to cSD. Note that EA is required in cSD to
preserve randomness. Since the sensing operation in CPSD is stable, the energy bar-
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Fig. 7.3. The structure of the complementary polarizer STT-MRAM











Fig. 7.4. Direction of current flow in the CPSD for (left) the reset or
initialization operation, and (right) the roll operation.
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A
Fig. 7.5. Voltage bias and current flow through the CPSD during
sensing operations.
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Fig. 7.6. The net torque due to the currents flowing through the
left and right PL’s, ~τL and ~τR, respectively, tries to align the FL
magnetization (m̂) with the closest PL magnetization (m̂P,L here).
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Fig. 7.7. The randomness of the CPSD depends on the frequency of















































Fig. 7.8. The optimum sensing delay and effective EA of CPSD versus
the operating temperature. The randomness of the CPSD may hence
be degraded by fluctuations in temperature and process variations.
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Fig. 7.9. The robustness of CPSD against temperature fluctuations
may be enhanced by tuning the operating frequency. (a) plots the
dependence of operating frequency on temperature for different levels
of randomness (i.e., PSW is within XX% of 0.5). (b) shows the op-
timum number of cycles between CPSD sensing events depends only
on the level of randomness and not on the operating temperature.
However, high operating frequencies may be difficult to achieve. If
operating frequencies are fixed, the number of cycles between CPSD
sensing events can be tuned to optimize the CPSD randomness with
varying temperature as shown in (c) and (d). The achievable levels
of randomness at different temperatures for different CPSD operat-
ing frequencies are shown in (d). Since the CPSD footprint is small,
sequential access of an array of CPSD may be used to improve the
throughput of random number generation. Each row of m CPSD cells
generates a random m-bit word. n rows of CPSD cells, accessed se-
quentially automatically imposes a delay between consecutive access
to the same row of CPSD cells. Ideally, n should match the optimum
number of cycles between consecutive accesses to the same row of
CPSD cells.
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rier required may be much lower than in cSD and may be lowered to reduce power
consumption. Furthermore, EA determines the frequency of random switching events
in the MTJ due to thermal fluctuations (lower EA increases frequency of random
switching events). If the frequency of random switching events is sufficiently high,
the CPSD state may be randomized using thermal fluctuations instead, eliminating
the need for reset and programming operations. Hence, CPSD may be an energy
efficient on-chip true random number generator.
7.1.2 Evaluation of CPSTT based TRNG




where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of operation. The
switching probability (PSW ) of the CPSD is plotted in Fig. 7.7. The randomness of
the CPSD is optimized with PSW = 0.5. However, the effective EA and the ran-
domness of the CPSD changes with temperature. Maximizing the CPSD randomness
limits the throughput of random number generation (Fig. 7.8). Since the CPSD foot-
print is small, an array of CPSD cells accessed sequentially allows CPSD randomness
to be maximized without degrading the throughput. However, the operating fre-
quency of such an array needs to be very high for increasing levels of randomness, as
shown in Fig. 7.9(a). Fig. 7.9(b) shows that the optimum number of cycles between
consecutive accesses to the same CPSD does not depend on temperature. If the op-
erating frequency is fixed, as Fig. 7.9(c)-(d) shows, additional peripheral circuits and
a hashing function are needed to maximize randomness.
7.2 Accelerating Applications using STT-MRAM
Many applications use data stored in the form of look-up tables. For example,
math libraries are commonly used for the evaluation of complex math functions. Since
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these libraries are usually stored off-chip, a significant amount of memory accesses
take place when complex math functions are first called or when there are cache
misses. Consider for example the first call to a complex math function during the
execution of a computer program. A mandatory cache miss occurs and the processor
needs to fetch the required look-up table data from the off-chip memory, which takes
hundreds of clock cycles. Furthermore, the data already in cache may need to be
moved out to accommodate the look-up table. As a result, the evaluation of such
math functions may incur significant number of clock cycles before completion. One
method to accelerate the evaluations of complex math functions is to store the look-
up tables in on-chip read-only memory (ROM). However, the size of these look-up
tables depends on the required accuracy of the math function evaluation larger look-
up tables are needed for more accurate math function evaluation results. Hence,
large ROMs may be required to accelerate the evaluation with the desired accuracy.
The area required for these large standalone ROMs makes it impractical for on-chip
implementation.
Since the size of on-chip cache (random access memory or RAM) in modern mi-
croprocessors may be as large as 8MB (MB = Mega-Byte), a method for embedding
ROMs in on-chip caches (in other words, the ROM and cache area are shared) with
little area overhead and performance penalty is desirable. This enables a practi-
cal implementation of ROMs for accelerating the evaluation of math functions. A
method for embedding ROMs in SRAM based on-chip cache was presented in [82].
The authors report ∼ 30% improvement in evaluation latency for double-precision
elementary math functions using ROM-embedded SRAM (R-SRAM) over conven-
tional evaluation techniques. The RAM capacity of the R-SRAM is not impacted
by the embedded ROM. In fact, the ROM capacity can be as large as the RAM ca-
pacity. Furthermore, the total area of R-SRAM is much smaller than the total area
of the same implementation using separate iso-capacity RAM and ROM. However,
additional buffer storage is needed to allow proper operation of R-SRAM as will be
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described later. Hence, R-SRAM may suffer from high memory traffic that limits the
improvement in evaluation latency of complex math functions.
R-SRAM may be viewed as a special type of resettable RAM. When ROM data
at a corresponding memory location is needed, the RAM data at the corresponding
memory location is overwritten with ROM data [82]. Hence, the RAM data is first
copied to a buffer prior to the reset. The reset operation is then performed in one
clock cycle and the ROM data is read out in the following cycle. Finally, RAM
data is copied back into the memory location from the buffer. Hence, the latency of
function evaluation in R-SRAM may still be high when RAM data and ROM data at
the same memory address are frequently accessed. Consequently, the improvement in
evaluation latency of math function using R-SRAM may be significantly lower than
reported in [82].
Recently, spin-transfer torque MRAM (STT-MRAM) has emerged as the leading
technology candidate for non-volatile on-chip cache memory [12]. STT-MRAM based
cache may offer as much as 3 × higher capacity as SRAM based cache at iso-array
area [76]. Furthermore, a methodology for embedding of ROM in STT-MRAM was
proposed in [83]. Due to the non-volatility of STT-MRAM, ROM-embedded STT-
MRAM (R-MRAM) behaves as a dual mode (RAM mode and ROM mode) memory
system in contrast to R-SRAM. When ROM data is needed in R-MRAM, the RAM
data is not overwritten, unlike in R-SRAM. Hence, in R-MRAM, there is no need to
move RAM data to buffer storage when switching from RAM mode to ROM mode,
and no need to restore RAM data from buffer storage when switching from ROMmode
to RAM mode. The memory traffic from switching modes in R-MRAM is significantly
lesser than in R-SRAM and hence, a dramatic improvement in evaluation latency of
complex math functions may be achieved. Furthermore, R-MRAM may achieve much
more accurate evaluation of complex math functions compared to R-SRAM because
of the higher capacity at iso-array area.
The following sections propose Standard STT-MRAM bit-Cell (SSC) based and

















Fig. 7.10. Selective connection of (a) SSC and (b) CPSTT bit-cells
to BL0 or BL1 allows ROM data to be programmed. Two bit-lines
(BL0 and BL1) are needed but there is no area overhead when the
ATx width is sufficiently large.
RAM mode or in ROMmode, which are called R-MRAM and R-CPSTT, respectively.
Every bit-cell in R-MRAM and R-CPSTT is a single-level cell that stores both RAM
and ROM data, which do not have to be the same. The MTJ structure in the bit-cell
is used to store RAM data, whereas, as will be shown later, ROM data is stored as
the selective connection of the bit-cell to one of two bit-lines. Data may be written to
or read from any memory address during RAM mode of operation. In ROM mode of
operation, only data that is programmed into the structure during design time may
be read from any memory address. The proposed bit-cell designs do not compromise
the density benefits of spin-based memories as will be shown later. The following
section describes the R-MRAM and R-CPSTT in detail.
7.2.1 Embedding read-only memory in STT-MRAM
The key insight used to enable R-MRAM and R-CPSTT is the fact that an addi-
tional bit-line (BL) may be added to the cache arrays without bit-cell area penalty if
the access transistor (ATx) is sufficiently large. ROM data may then be programmed
as the selective connection of the bit-cell to one of the two available BL’s (BL0 and

























Fig. 7.11. Structure of the R-MRAM proposed in [83]. Every bit-cell
may be programmed with RAM data. In addition, the physical con-
nection of the bit-cell to BL0 or BL1 stores the ROM data. Bit-cells
connected to BL0 store ROM data ‘0’ whereas those connected to
























Fig. 7.12. Current flow in a selected bit-cell connected to BL1.
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by determining whether the bit-cell is connected to BL0 or to BL1. On the other
hand, BL0 and BL1 are electrically connected during RAM mode of operation. Note
that ROM access and RAM access cannot occur simultaneously.
One design of ROM-embedded STT-MRAM was proposed in [83]. Fig. 7.11a
shows a column of the R-MRAM array proposed in [83]. BL0, BL1 and SL are
shared along the column of the array whereas WL is shared along a row. The R-
MRAM array requires two sense amplifiers because BL0 and BL1 are not physically
connected. Bit-cells that are connected to BL0 are programmed to store ROM data
value of ‘0’ whereas those connected to BL1 are programmed to store ROM data value
of ‘1’. The WL is turned on to select a row of cells and current may flow through only
one bit-cell in the column. During RAM write operations, the write driver ensures
that both BL0 and BL1 are at the same voltage. The relative voltages of SL and the
bit-lines depend on DataIn. During RAM read operations, SL is discharged to GND
and the read bias generators act as a current source that drives current into BL0 and
BL1. The sense amplifiers compare the voltage on the BL0 and BL1 to a common
reference voltage, which is lower than VDD. Note that the reference voltage depends
on whether the ROM or RAM data is required. If the voltage on the BL is higher
than the reference voltage, the sense amplifier outputs a ‘1’, and ‘0’ otherwise.
In the scenario shown in Fig. 7.12, the unselected cells in the column are marked
with an ‘X’ and the selected bit-cell is connected to BL1. The output of the sense
amplifier connected to BL1 depends on the resistance of the selected bit-cell. Since
BL0 is a high impedance node, the current from the read bias generator charges BL0
to a voltage close to VDD. Hence, the sense amplifier connected to BL0 will output a
‘1’. For a ROM read operation, the output of the sense amplifier connected to BL0
gives the result and is sent to the array output (ROMOut in Fig. 7.12). For a RAM
read operation, the result of the read operation must be determined by the resistance
of the selected bit-cell. The sense amplifier connected to the BL1 in Fig. 7.12 gives
the correct result for the RAM read operation. However, if the selected bit-cell was




















































ROM Sense Amplifier RAM Sense Amplifier
Fig. 7.13. The improved ROM-embedded MRAM proposed in this
dissertation uses pass gates to electrically connect BL0 and BL1 dur-
ing RAM mode operation so only one sense amplifier is needed for
RAM mode read operations. ROM mode read operations use a latch
to determine which bit-line is the high impedance node.
by the sense amplifier connected to BL0. Note that if a BL is a high impedance node,
the sense amplifier connected to it will output ‘1’ during read operations. During
RAM read operation, one of the two sense amplifier will output ‘1’ because the BL
connected to it is the high impedance node. The output of the other sense amplifier
depends on the resistance of the selected bit-cell. Hence, the result of the RAM read
operation is obtained by AND-ing the outputs of both sense amplifiers (RAMOut in
Fig. 7.12).
In the aforementioned design, both sense amplifiers need to be designed to reduce
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Fig. 7.15. Current flow in a selected bit-cell connected to BL0 during
ROM mode operation.
operation can come from either of them. Thus, the area overhead from the sense
amplifiers may be significant. Furthermore, the ROM mode read operation may be
limited by the sensing speed of the sense amplifiers, which must meet RAM mode
read operation requirements. To overcome these issues, we propose modifications to
the peripheral circuitry as shown in Fig. 7.13. Two sense amplifiers are still needed
but one is used exclusively for RAM mode read operations and the other is used
exclusively for ROM mode read operations.
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Consider the operation of the array when the selected bit-cell in the column is
connected to BL0 as shown in Fig. 7.14. During RAM mode operations, EnRAM is
used to turn on the pass transistors so that BL0 and BL1 are electrically connected.
The write driver can directly drive both bit-lines and SL during RAM mode write
operations. During RAM mode read operations, current from the read bias generator
flows through the pass transistors and the selected bit-cell to SL. As a result, a voltage
appears on the positive input of the sense amplifier. The value of this voltage depends
on the resistance of the selected bit-cell. The sense amplifier compares the voltage
at its positive input to a reference voltage and outputs a ‘0’ if the reference voltage
is higher. Otherwise, the sense amplifier outputs a ‘1’. During ROM mode read
operations, EnRAM is deasserted to turn off the pass transistors. The latch is turned
on to determine which bit-line is the high impedance node. When the latch is turned
on, there is a current path from BL0 to VDD through M1–M4, and a current path
from BL1 to VDD through M1 and M6–M8 [see Fig. 7.13]. Due to the cross-coupled
inverter action in the latch, the BL that is the high impedance node will get charged
to VDD while the other BL is discharged to GND. During ROM read operation of
the scenario shown in Fig. 7.15, BL0 is discharged to GND and ROMOut outputs a
‘0’. If the selected bit-cell is connected to BL1 instead, BL0 is charged to VDD and
ROMOut outputs a ‘1’. Since only one of BL0 or BL1 has a direct path to GND
through a SSC, a minimum sized latch may be used as the sense amplifier for ROM
mode read operations. Hence, the area overhead of the peripheral circuitry may be
significantly lower than that in the design in [83].
7.2.2 Evaluating ROM-embedded STT-MRAM on-chip caches
Due to the lack of suitable benchmark programs, custom benchmark programs
were developed to evaluate the effectiveness of R-MRAM and R-CPSTT for evaluation
of complex math functions. The benchmark programs simulate repeated calls to two
commonly used math functions Sin and Log. Three steps are generally needed in
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the evaluation of complex math functions using Intel’s math library [82,84]: 1) range
reduction, 2) approximation, and 3) reconstruction. A power series is evaluated in
Step 2 to approximate the result of the function evaluation. A look-up table is used in
Step 3 and combined with the result from Step 2 to obtain the accurate result of the
function evaluation. Evaluation of the approximating polynomial and looking up data
in the table may be executed in parallel. To achieve certain accuracy in the result
of the function evaluation, the degree of the approximating polynomial used needs
to be high if the size of the look-up table is small. The degree of the approximating
polynomial may be reduced by increasing the size of the look-up table. The evaluation
latency may be dominated by either the latency of table look-up or the latency of
evaluating the approximating polynomial. If the table is stored off-chip, a small
(large) table takes a shorter (longer) time to be loaded into on-chip cache. As was
shown in [82], the evaluation latency can be large if the degree of the polynomial used
for Step 2 is high (since it takes longer to evaluate the polynomial) or the look-up table
used in Step 3 is large (since the chances of cache miss is high). To investigate the
tradeoffs between the approximating polynomial and the size of the look-up table,
evaluation of complex math functions was considered using look-up tables of two
different sizes (2 KB and 128 KB) and use approximating polynomials of appropriate
complexity to ensure similar accuracy for both scenarios. The approximation step
uses a polynomial of degree 7 (degree 4) when the table size is 2 KB (128 KB). Inputs
and outputs of the functions are IEEE double precision floating point numbers with
at least 65 b accuracy. The average latency for each function evaluation is determined
and used as the metric for the effectiveness of R-MRAM and R-CPSTT.
Layout comparisons
In order to compare R-MRAM and R-CPSTT at iso- bit-cell area, their layouts
are used to determine the size of access transistor (ATx) in R-MRAM and the sizes
of ATx’s in R-CPSTT. Several layouts for R-MRAM and R-CPSTT, drawn using
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Fig. 7.16. Array layout of (a) R-MRAM and (b) R-CPSTT.
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Fig. 7.17. Bit-cell area versus access transistor (ATx) width of SSC,
CPSTT, R-MRAM and R-CPSTT. Vertical lines denote when the
layout transitions to one using multi-finger ATx’s. The bit-cell area
does not change with ATx width when the layout is limited by contact
or metal pitch.
λ based layout rules [69], were explored and Fig. 7.16 shows the R-MRAM and R-
CPSTT layouts used for our comparisons in the rest of this paper. The bit-cell area
versus ATx width for R-MRAM and R-CPSTT are plotted in Fig. 7.17. Compar-
isons with Standard STT-MRAM bit-Cell (SSC) and CPSTT show that ROM may




Retention Barrier Height 56kBT
Write pulse width 2.0 ns
FL size (SSC) 10 nm× 10 nm× 1.5 nm
FL size (CPSTT) 10 nm× 22.5 nm× 1.5 nm
TMR, RAP at VMTJ = 0V 160%, 7.5 Ω-µm
2 at tMgO = 1.15 nm
Bit-cell Area (SSC and CPSTT) 0.1152 µm2
ATx Width (SSC, CPSTT) 600 nm, 240 nm
tMgO 1.0 nm
CMOS Technology 45 nm bulk
SSC: IC(‘0’), IC(‘1’) 8 µA, 16 µA
CPSTT: IC(‘0’), IC(‘1’) 13.5 µA, 13.5 µA
IC obtained from 1300 OOMMF monodomain simulations at T = 300 K
following comparisons between R-MRAM and R-CPSTT, the bit-cell area is fixed
at 0.1664 µm2. The corresponding ATx widths in R-MRAM and in R-CPSTT are
shown in Table 7.1.
RAM Mode Performance Evaluation
The RAM mode read performance of R-MRAM and R-CPSTT depends on the
sensing scheme used. Since a self-referenced differential sensing scheme can be used for
R-CPSTT but not for R-MRAM, comparison of RAM mode read performance is done
using a D.C. current sensing scheme for both R-MRAM and R-CPSTT. For the RAM
mode read operation of R-MRAM, a fixed read voltage (VREAD) is applied across the
bit-cell and the read current flowing through it (IREAD) is compared to a reference
current, IREF . IREF is the average of IREAD,L (IREAD when the bit-cell stores a low
resistance state or ‘0’) and IREAD,H (IREAD when the bit-cell stores a high resistance
state or ‘1’). The sense amplifier outputs ‘1’ when IREAD < IREF , and ‘0’ when
IREAD > IREF . For the RAM mode read operation of R-CPSTT, VREAD is applied to
both source lines (as shown earlier in Fig. 7.5), while the bit-lines are grounded. The
sense amplifier compares the IREAD flowing through SLL and through SLR. When
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Table 7.2.
Iso-VREAD Comparison of Sensing Margins at VDD = 1.0V , 2 ns Read Cycle
VREAD = 0.3 V R-MRAM R-CPSTT
IREF 9.62 µA 6.48 µA
IREAD,P 12.46 µA 12.14 µA
IREAD,AP 6.63 µA 6.48 µA
Margin 31.1% 87.4%
Avg. Read Energy / Bit 11.55 fJ 5.59 fJ
Table 7.3.




Iso-Write Margin VDD and Average Write Power / Bit
Write Margin SSC CPSTT
0% 0.678 V, 11.35 µW 0.566 V, 11.57µW
5% 0.697 V, 12.16 µW 0.586 V, 12.51µW
10% 0.716 V, 12.99 µW 0.604 V,13.48µW
15% 0.734 V, 13.83 µW 0.623 V, 14.45µW
IREAD through SLL is higher (lower) than IREAD through SLR, the sense amplifier
outputs a ‘0’ (‘1’). Note that in R-CPSTT, the bit-cell stores ‘0’ if the resistances
between BL and SLL and between BL and SLR are low and high, respectively. The
bit-cell stores ‘1’ instead if the resistances between BL and SLL and between BL and
SLR are high and low, respectively. These are the only configurations possible in R-
CPSTT since the free layer is parallel to only one of the two pinned layers at any time.




whereas it is defined as
|IREAD,L−IREAD,H |
min(IREAD,L,IREAD,H)
for R-CPSTT. The sensing margins of R-
MRAM and R-CPSTT are compared in Table 7.2. Read energy per bit of R-MRAM
is 107% higher than in R-CPSTT because IREF needs to be generated separately.




Out-of-order, RUU size-16Processor core
Decode width-4, Issue width-4
Integer - 8 ALUs, 4 MultipliersFunctional units
Floating point - 2 ALUs, 2 Multipliers
L1 D/I cache 32KB, directly-mapped, 32B line size
L2 unified cache 2MB, 4-way associative, 64B line size
∗B = Byte, K = Kilo, M = Mega
is flowing through the bit-cell during read operation, resulting in read disturb failure.
Read disturb failures are minimized by ensuring that there is sufficient disturb margin
(defined as IC−IREAD
IC
). Note that the direction of IREAD is fixed and hence, only one
type of disturb failure can occur – a stored ‘0’ being overwritten or a stored ‘1’
being overwritten – during read operations. Table 7.3 compares the disturb margins
of R-MRAM and R-CPSTT. Furthermore, HSPICE [37] simulations performed to
evaluate the read performance of R-CPSTT using a latch for sensing RAM data (like
in Fig. 6.8) show that read operations up to 1.7GHz are possible.
As explained earlier in Chapter 6, the FL in R-CPSTT needs to be enlarged so as to
interface with both pinned layers, resulting in a larger IC(‘0’) compared to R-MRAM
as shown in Table 7.1. However, R-MRAM requires bi-directional write current flow
to program the bit-cells in RAM mode, whereas R-CPSTT always parallelizes the free
layer with a pinned layer. Hence, IC(‘1’) of R-CPSTT can be lower than that of R-
MRAM, as shown in Table 7.1. Furthermore, the ATx’s are never source degenerated
during R-CPSTT RAMmode write operations. Hence, the VDD for R-CPSTT to meet
the required write margins (defined as write margin = IWRITE−IC
IC
, where IWRITE is
the current flowing through the bit-cell during write operation) can be substantially
lower than that in R-MRAM to meet the same write margin. This is shown in
Table 7.4. Note that the average IWRITE is higher in R-CPSTT than in R-MRAM
although VDD is lower. Hence, the average write power per bit may be higher in













Fig. 7.18. RAM mode comparisons of R-MRAM and R-CPSTT at
the architecture-level.
Since the comparison of energy consumption at the bit-cell level does not account
for the fact that read operations are more frequent than write operations in many
cache applications, a system level simulation was done to compare the RAM mode
performance of R-MRAM and R-CPSTT. Table 7.5 shows the processor configuration
used to evaluate R-MRAM and R-CPSTT in the SimpleScalar architectural simulator
[79] for a wide range of SPEC2K6 benchmarks. Fig. 7.18 shows simulation results,
which are normalized to R-MRAM results, for 2MB L2 cache based on R-CPSTT and
on R-MRAM. R-CPSTT based L2 cache achieved 4% improvement in performance
at 9% lower energy consumption as compared to R-MRAM L2 cache.
7.2.3 ROM Mode Performance Evaluation
Fig. 7.19 shows the total evaluation latency of sin(x) and log(x) using the conven-
tional SRAM cache architecture (Conv), R-MRAM and R-CPSTT (normalized to the
total evaluation latency using Conv) when 2KB look-up table is used. As the number
of function calls increases, there is initially an increase in the improvement in per-
formance relative to Conv case. Initial accesses to the look-up table results in cache
misses in the Conv case. Therefore, a larger fraction of execution time is dominated
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Fig. 7.19. Comparisons of evaluation latencies of (a) log(x) and (b)
sin(x) using conventional SRAM cache (Conv.), R-MRAM, and R-
CPSTT using 2KB look-up tables. R-MRAM read latency is assumed
to be twice that of SRAM and R-CPSTT.? ? ? ?
(a) (b)


































































Fig. 7.20. Comparisons of evaluation latencies of (a) log(x) and (b)
sin(x) using conventional SRAM cache (Conv.), R-MRAM, and R-
CPSTT using 128KB look-up tables. R-MRAM read latency is as-
sumed to be twice that of SRAM and R-CPSTT.
by accesses to the look-up table from memory when the number of function calls is
small. As a result, increasing the number of function calls leads to large increases in
execution time. However, further increase in the number of function calls increases
the likelihood that the table data is completely loaded into L1 cache in the Conv case.
Hence, the improvement of R-MRAM and R-CPSTT over Conv decreases when the
number of function calls is more than 100. The improvements using R-MRAM over
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Conv. Sin, K=7, Table size=128KB
Conv. Sin, K=13, Table size=2KB
RCPSTT Sin, K=7, Table size=128KB
RCPSTT Sin, K=13, Table size=2KB
Conv. Log, K=7, Table size=128KB
Conv. Log, K=13, Table size=2KB
RCPSTT Log, K=7, Table size=128KB
RCPSTT Log, K=13, Table size=2KB
Fig. 7.21. Comparison of the total evaluation cycles for (top) log(x)
and (bottom) sin(x) using different table sizes (and hence, approxi-
mating polynomial) to achieve 65b accuracy.
Conv are ∼ 3% and ∼ 5% in evaluating log(x) and sin(x), respectively, while the
improvements using R-CPSTT over Conv in evaluating log(x) and sin(x) are ∼ 4%
and ∼ 7%, respectively.
Note that the evaluation latency is dominated by the latency of evaluating the
approximating polynomial when 2KB look-up tables are used. Hence, the degree
of the approximating polynomial may be reduced to reduce evaluation latency [82].
However, the total evaluation latency may become limited by cache read latency
if the degree of the approximating polynomial is too low. Fig. 7.20 compares the
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improvement in performance while using 128KB look-up tables for sin(x) and log(x).
As shown in Fig. 7.20, R-MRAM and R-CPSTT can achieve more than ∼ 30%
improvement in performance. The improvements remain high for a large number of
function calls because the look-up table is not entirely in L1 cache. The inputs to the
functions are random enough that some of the required entries of the look-up table
may have been moved out of L1 cache in the Conv case and need to be reloaded.
Fig. 7.21 shows the sensitivity of Conv and R-CPSTT to the size of the look-up
table with increasing number of function calls for log(x) (top) and sin(x) (bottom)
evaluation, respectively. In the Conv case, a small look-up table leads to lower execu-
tion times because a large look-up table requires a large number of off-chip memory
accesses. On the other hand, in R-CPSTT case, the performance is optimal while
using a larger look-up table size. The latency of table look-up is equal to the read
latency of L2 cache in R-CPSTT. Thus, the performance sensitivity to look-up ta-
ble accesses in R-CPSTT is reduced. Furthermore, the degree of the approximating
polynomial is small which reduces the processor workload and furthers improve per-
formance. Note also that the execution time of R-CPSTT design is lower than Conv
design for look-up table of size 2KB as well as 128KB, demonstrating the optimality
of the proposed design.
7.3 Summary
The earlier chapters in this dissertation proposed the complementary polarizers
MTJ (CPMTJ) structure that may significantly improve the performance of STT-
MRAM for on-chip cache applications. However, the attractiveness of STT-MRAM
as a candidate for future universal memory technology goes beyond the replacement
of 6T SRAM in on-chip caches. This chapter showed that STT-MRAM allows the
embedding of new functionality in on-chip cache almost for free and used two exam-
ples to illustrate the case: spin dice for security applications and ROM-embedded
STT-MRAM on-chip cache for accelerating applications that use look-up tables. The
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CPMTJ based spin dice (CPSD) consumes 14 fJ/bit during sensing and an archi-
tecture was proposed to ensure the randomness of the random number generated
in the presence of process variations. The proposed ROM-embedded STT-MRAM
(RSTT-MRAM) on-chip caches was used to accelerate the evaluation of complex
math functions. Simulation results using the evaluation of complex math functions
as an example presented in Section 7.2.3 show that the proposed RSTT-MRAM was
able to reduce total execution time by as much as 30%. Although the aforementioned
examples may also be embedded in 6T SRAM based caches to yield similar improve-
ments, embedding these functions in 6T SRAM may be non-trivial and may incur
more overhead as compared to in STT-MRAM based cache. Furthermore, it is pos-
sible to embed ROM and spin dice functions into the STT-MRAM cache with area
overhead in terms of the control circuitry to enable the use of both functions. How-
ever, there may be conflicting design requirements for each function. For example,
to ensure that the CPMTJ based STT-MRAM (CPSTT) may function as RAM, its
activation energy, EA, needs to be sufficiently high to ensure thermal stability. This
is in contrast with the design requirements of the energy-efficient CPSD proposed
in Section 7.1. To incorporate the spin dice function in RSTT-MRAM, the conven-
tional architecture (with initialize, roll and sense operations) is required. Hence, a




The objective of this dissertation is to identify the design issues in spin-transfer torque
magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM), to propose design techniques to overcome these de-
sign issues, and to propose design methodologies that exploit STT-MRAMs for en-
abling on-chip applications. The basic design of STT-MRAM was discussed and
a devices-to-circuits simulation framework was proposed to evaluate STT-MRAM
bit-cells. The proposed simulation framework models physical phenomena in STT-
MRAM and physical parameters in the model may be used to calibrate the simulation
framework to experimentally measured data.
A failure analysis methodology for STT-MRAM is then proposed. The failures
in STT-MRAM are write failure, read-disturb failure and read-decision failure. The
proposed methodology estimates the probability of each failure mechanism using the
calibrated simulation framework proposed in this dissertation. It was shown that write
failure may be severe and hence, write failure mitigation techniques were proposed.
In the STT-MRAM bit-cells analyzed in this dissertation, it was found that word-
line voltage boosting and applied external magnetic field may be effective in reducing
write failure as well as reducing average write energy per bit.
It was then shown that the critical design issues (shared read and write cur-
rent paths, source degeneration of the access transistor during write operations, and
single-ended sensing of stored data) arise due to the two-terminal nature of the mag-
netic tunnel junction (MTJ) which is used as the storage device in conventional
STT-MRAM. Hence, a multi-terminal MTJ structure consisting of complementary
polarizers (the CPMTJ structure) was proposed. STT-MRAM based on the CPMTJ
structure (called CPSTT), as compared to conventional STT-MRAM, can achieve
14% and 51% savings in write and read energy per bit, respectively. Furthermore,
CPSTT enables self-referenced differential sensing that can achieve 6× faster read
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operations than conventional STT-MRAM. The improved performance in CPSTT
makes it more suitable for on-chip cache application and system-level evaluation of
CPSTT based L2 cache shows that it enabled 9% improvement in processor perfor-
mance as well as 9% savings in total energy consumption.
Finally, this dissertation shows that the attractiveness of STT-MRAM goes be-
yond on-chip cache. Design techniques for two applications–true random number
generator and read-only memory embedded on-chip cache–were proposed and ana-
lyzed. These applications may be implemented in STT-MRAM based on-chip caches
without any penalty (in terms of bit-cell area or cache performance). However, the
complexity of the control circuitry is increased. Furthermore, several applications may
be enabled simultaneously by applying the design techniques proposed (also without




9.1 STT-MRAM Array Level Failure Mitigation Techniques
The failure analysis model and mitigation methodologies neglected the fact that
array level failure mitigation techniques (such as adding redundant rows and columns,
and implementing error correction codes or ECC) may be implemented in the design
STT-MRAM. Consider for example the lowering of the activation energy, EA, of STT-
MRAM to reduce the critical write current, IC , and hence the write power, which
may be significantly higher than in high performance SRAMs [76]. However, the
retention time of the STT-MRAM is reduced, which may lead to retention failures. If
it can be guaranteed that the retention failure rate is sufficiently low, ECC schemes
may be implemented in the array to recover from retention errors. On the other
hand, the analysis of array level failure mitigation techniques already proposed in the
literature do not consider the failure characteristics of the STT-MRAM memory cell
at the device or circuit level [65,85]. In real STT-MRAM arrays, the additional parity
bits for implementing ECC may need to be stored as well, leading to area overhead
in terms of the additional bit-cells, encoder and decoder required, and performance
penalty in terms of the additional delay required to encode and decode data into
the code words that are stored in the STT-MRAM array. Hence, the analysis of
array level failure mitigation techniques may not be accurate if accurate modeling
of the STT-MRAM device and bit-cells are not included in the same analysis. Also,
the array level analysis should also consider the fact that some failures may not be
functionally catastrophic. Consider for example decision failures caused by stuck-at
faults due to variations in the resistance of the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) in
the STT-MRAM bit-cell. If the fault is a stuck-at-‘0’ and the data being written into
the memory cell is a ‘0’, the memory array is still storing the correct bit even though
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the same memory cell is unable to store a ‘1’. Hence, the ECC scheme implemented
needs to ensure that the bit being written into STT-MRAM bit-cells with stuck-at
faults correspond to the stuck-at value. Another important consideration is that
some of the failures in STT-MRAM are highly correlated. Take for example the
memory cells with stuck-at-‘1’ faults, in which the MTJ has unusally high resistance
due to process variations. The write current that can flow through the same bit-
cell is also likely to be limited and hence, the bit-cell is more susceptible to write
failures. Hence, a complete failure analysis and failure mitigation methodology that
fully incorporates device-circuit-array level co-design techniques is needed to explore
the possibilities enabled by implementing failure mitigation strategies at several levels
of design abstraction.
9.2 Embedding New Functionality in STT-MRAM Arrays
As discussed in Chapter 6, multi-terminal storage devices may be required to
overcome the design issues in STT-MRAM. However, multiple access transistors are
needed to implement STT-MRAM bit-cells that use these multi-terminal storage de-
vices, which degrades the achievable integration density. This disadvantage may be
significantly offset if many additional functionality may be implemented in the same
STT-MRAM array. The key idea here is that although the STT-MRAM array size
may not be the smallest, the total area used to implement the memory as well as the
newly embedded functions may be smaller than if each of the functions are imple-
mented in separate circuit blocks. Two examples have been presented in Chapter 7:
1) on-chip true random number generator (TRNG) for security applications, and 2)
embedded read-only memory (ROM) for accelerating specific applications.
A Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) is a security primitive that is used for
secure transactions between devices [86, 87]. The memory cells in an STT-MRAM
array have different measured electrical resistances due to process variations, even if
all of them are storing the same data. Furthermore, the memory cell at a particular
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memory address may also have different resistances depending on which die it is on.
Hence, the absolute and relative resistances of the STT-MRAM bit-cells are unique
to each die. As such, the comparisons of STT-MRAM bit-cell resistances with each
other on the same die may be used to generate chip-unique identifiers for secure
chip transactions, which corresponds to the functionality of a memory PUF, which
is a weak PUF [86, 87]. Weak PUFs are so called because the number of possible
combinations input-output pairs are small [88]. On the other hand, there are strong
PUFs in which the number of input-output pairs can be extremely large with very
complicated mappings [88]. An example of a strong PUF is an arbiter PUF, in which
the signal propagation delay is also exploited to generate input-output pairs.
The multi-terminal STT-MRAM bit-cells proposed and analyzed in this disser-
tation may also be used to implement PUFs. It can be expected that the unique
characteristics of these STT-MRAM bit-cells may be exploited to yield better PUF
designs. Hence, there is a need to explore new PUFs designed using STT-MRAM
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A. NON-EQUILIBRIUM GREEN’S FUNCTION BASED
MTJ MODEL
The Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) based transport model was proposed
in [50, 51] and is repeated here for completeness. The NEFG model is based on the
single band effective mass Hamiltonian (H) and self-energy (ΣL,R) which are used to
calculate Green’s function (G), electron correlation matrix (Gn) and charge current
density (J). Fig. A.1 shows the device structure and coordinate system used for
modeling MTJs. For each transverse mode, the Hamiltonian is written as













I, i = j
−tFMI, i and j are nearest neighbors
0, otherwise
(A.1)












I, i = j
−tOXI, i and j are nearest neighbors
0, otherwise
(A.2)













I, i = j
−tFMI, i and j are nearest neighbors
0, otherwise
(A.3)
where each 2× 2 entry in H describes the coupling between the i-th and j-th lattice
site in Fig. A.1 (i.e., H is a (2N + 8) × (2N + 8) matrix and N is the number
of lattice sites in the oxide channel). I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix, #»σ represents
the Pauli matrices, m̂ is the unit vector representing the magnetization of the right
contact, M̂ is the unit vector representing the magnetization of the left contact, Ub
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Fig. A.1. Illustration of the reference axis (left) and Non-Equilibrium
Green’s Function based description of the magnetic tunnel junction.
The coupling between lattice sites are tFM and tOX and individual
lattice sites are described by the Hamiltonian αHL1, αHL2 and αOX .
The complete Hamiltonian describing the MTJ is written in terms of
tFM , tOX , αHL1, αHL2 and αOX .
(EF ), and ∆ is the spin splitting. For each wave vector, kt, corresponding to each

























; and a is the uniform lattice spacing. The
coupling at the interfaces is given by
tinterface = 0.5 (tOX + tFM) (A.4)
The self-energy matrices, ΣL,R, represent the coupling of the external system to


























for the left contact, and − qV
2
for the right contact. E is the energy level of
interest. This form of Eq. A.5 is used if the quantization axis for the spin is in the z
axis. A unitary transformation is done if the quantization axis for the spin is not in
the z-axis. The matrix for unitary transformation is given by
Btrans =






















where θ and φ correspond to the relative angles of the magnetizations to the reference






With the Hamiltonian (H) and the self-energy matrices (ΣL,R), all quantities of
interest may be calculated from the following:
Green’s function: G(E) = (EI −H − ΣL − ΣR)
−1 (A.10)
Spectral density: A = i(G−G†) = GΓG† (A.11)




In-scattering function: ΣinL,R(E) = ΓL,R(E)fL,R(E) (A.13)
Broadening matrix: ΓL,R(E) = i(ΣL,R − Σ
†
L,R) (A.14)
The diagonal elements of A and Gn correspond to the local density of states and
electron density, respectively. Σin is the in-scattering function describing the rate
at which electrons enter the device from the L and R contacts, and fL,R(E) are the
Fermi functions in the L and R contacts.
A.1 Solution of MTJ currents using mode space calculations in NEGF













































where Gn is the electron correlation function. The charge and spin currents calculated
using the NEGF approach are used to determine the spin-transfer torque exerted on
the free ferromagnetic layer of the MTJ. The calculation of the spin-transfer torque
is discussed in detail in Appendix C.
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B. MICROMAGNETICS AND MAGNETIZATION
DYNAMICS IN MTJ
As mentioned in Chapter 1, data is stored as the magnetic configuration of the MTJ.
Hence, the transient simulation of any 1T-1MTJ STT-MRAM bit-cell requires the
transient simulation of the free layer magnetization. Depending on the size of the
free layer, it may be modeled as a single magnetic particle (a single ferromagnetic
domain, also called the macro-spin approximation) or as an ensemble of magnetic
particles (multi-domain). The magnetization dynamics of a single magnetic particle

















is the unit vector pointing in the direction of the magnetization of the magnetic
particle (MS and
# »
M are the saturation magnetization and magnetization vector of
the particle, respectively); and
#             »
Torque represents the sum of other torques acting on
the particle. Any torque that does not come from magnetic field-like phenomenon
may enter as
#             »
Torque in the LLG equation. The time evolution of the magnetization
of the particle can be obtained by numerically integrating the LLG equation.
Since it is often easier to work with the explicit form of the LLG instead of the
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Eqs. B.1 and B.2 are mathematically equivalent since |m̂| = 1. Finally, a natural
time unit, τ = |γ|
1+α2
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Torque+





Eq. B.3 is preferred for estimating the impact of changes in
#»
HEFF and
#             »
Torque on
magnetization dynamics of the magnetic particle.
Details of LLG have been discussed in [49] and the focus will now shift toward
#»
HEFF and
#             »
Torque =
#       »
STT .
#       »
STT is the spin-transfer torque acting on the magnetic
particle due to electron flow, which will be discussed in Appendix C. The approach
for determining magnetic field-like torques is to first write the free energy, Ufree,
describing the source of the torque. Ufree depends on the magnetization of the mag-




∇Ufree. This is repeated for all magnetic field-like torque sources that needs
???? from magnetocrystalline anisotropy, etc.
?? from shape of magnet
???????? from other magnets
????????? between
domains
??????? from external magnetic field
???? from spin polarized currente– ???????? from thermal energy
Fig. B.1. The magnetic interactions considered in this dissertation are
uniaxial and cubic anisotropies (due to magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
etc.), the magnetostatic or demagnetizing field giving rise to shape
anisotropy, dipolar coupling with other magnets, externally applied
magnetic fields, exchange interactions between magnetic domains,
spin-transfer torque, and thermal fluctuations.
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The different magnetic interactions that this dissertation focuses on and their sources
are briefly summarized in Fig. B.1. The following sections discuss the modeling of
magnetic-field-like energies whereas spin-transfer torque is discussed in Appendix C.
B.1 Free Energies in a Magnet
The free energies in magnetic particles have been described in [49] and are dis-
cussed here for completeness. The free energies of interest are anisotropy energy,
exchange energy, Zeeman energy, magnetostatic energy, and thermal energy.
B.1.1 Anisotropy energy
Anisotropic effects are commonly observed in ferromagnetic particles since they
result from the lattice structure and certain symmetries in certain crystals. Energet-
ically favorable directions often exist in a given magnetic material in the absence of
external magnetic fields. These directions are called the easy directions in the liter-
ature. The free energy functional for anisotropy energy, Uani(m̂), will have minima
along the easy directions. Saddle points and maxima of Uani(m̂) correspond to the
medium-hard and hard directions, respectively.
Uniaxial anisotropy
The uniaxial anisotropy is a commonly observed anisotropy effect and corre-
sponds to magnetic particles with only one easy direction. Hence, Uani(m̂) will be
rotationally-symmetric with respect to the easy axis. Consequently, Uani(m̂) must
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depend on the relative orientation of m̂ with respect to the easy axis. Suppose that
a ferromagnetic particle has its easy axis along the z-axis, θ is the angle between m̂
and the z-axis, and φ as the counterclockwise angle between the +x-direction and the
projection of m̂ onto the x-y plane. Due to the single axis of rotational symmetry,
the Taylor series expansion of Uani(m̂) may be written as





where all K0 and Ki’s are anisotropy constants having dimensions of energy per unit
volume [J/m3]. Terms that are higher than second order may be ignored. Hence, the
anisotropy energy functional may be rewritten as
Uani(m̂) = K0 +K1(sin θ)
2 (B.7)
The anisotropic behavior of the ferromagnetic particle depends on the sign of the
anisotropy constant K1. For the particle with its easy direction in the z-axis, the
minima of Uani(m̂) occur at θ = 0 and at θ = π when K1 > 0. This case is also
called the easy axis anisotropy. Fig. B.2(a) shows how Uani(m̂) with K1 > 0 may be
visualized. The value of Uani(m̂) at any point on the surface is the distance between
that point and the origin (x = y = z = 0). Fig. B.2(b) shows that when K1 < 0,
the minima of Uani(m̂) is at θ =
π
2
instead. The easy direction of a magnetic particle
having this anisotropy energy is in any direction in the x-y plane. Hence, this case is
also called easy plane anisotropy.
There may be a need to simulate systems that consist of several magnets with
different directions of uniaxial anisotropy. Hence, the form of Uani(m̂) in Eq. B.7
needs to be generalized. Denoting the unit vector pointing along the anisotropy
direction as û, the general form of Uani(m̂) is given by
Uani(m̂) = K0 +K1
(
1− (m̂ · û)2
)
(B.8)
By setting K1 > 0, the easy axis of the magnetic particle will be in the direction
along û. By setting K1 < 0, the easy plane of the magnetic particle will be in the

























Fig. B.2. Visualizations of Uani(m̂) for uniaxial anisotropy. (a) K0 =
1 and K1 = 4 results in easy axis anisotropy as indicated by the
minima along z-axis. (b) K0 = 5 and K1 = −4.5 results in easy plane























Fig. B.3. Visualizations of Uani(m̂) for cubic anisotropy with K2 = 0.
(a) two minima along each of x, y and z axes (six minima in total)
occur when K0 = 0.1 and K1 = 4. (b) When K0 = 5 and K1 = −4.8,
two maxima along each of x, y and z axes (six maxima in total) occur.
Cubic anisotropy
Cubic anisotropy is used to describe magnetic particles in which their easy or hard
directions have cubic symmetry. The anisotropy energy can be written as





























the following discussion assumes K2 = 0. As in the case for uniaxial anisotropy, the
difference in Uani(m̂) between the K1 > 0 case and the K1 < 0 case are investigated.
Fig. B.3(a) shows the cubic anisotropy energy landscape for the case when K1 > 0.
There are three pairs of minima with each pair along each axial direction (x, y and
z axis). However, as shown in Fig. B.3(b), three pairs of maxima are present when
K1 < 0, with each pair along each axial direction.
B.1.2 Exchange energy
In a large magnet composed of many smaller ferromagnetic particles, two types
of exchange based phenomenon–ferromagnetism and anti-ferromagnetism–have been
observed. When the ensemble behaves as a ferromagnet, all the particles in it tend
to have parallel magnetization. The ensemble will then have some effective mag-
netization parallel to the average magnetization of all the particles. On the other
hand, when the ensemble behaves as an anti-ferromagnet, neighboring particles have
antiparallel magnetizations. This results in the overall ensemble having zero magne-











where m̂ = m̂ ( #»r ) is the spatial variation of magnetization in the ensemble. A
ferromagnetic particle with uniform magnetization does not have exchange energy
since ∇m̂ = 0.
B.1.3 Zeeman energy
The Zeeman energy corresponds to the energy due an external magnetic field
acting on the magnetic particle and the energy functional, UZeeman, may be written
as






H is the magnetic field that is acting on the magnetic particle.
B.1.4 Magnetostatic energy
Whereas the exchange energy describes nearest neighbor coupling between mag-
netic particles, the magnetostatic energy describes the long range coupling between
magnetic particles [89]. Each magnetic particle has its own magnetic field that may
extend throughout the entire 3-D space. Hence, the magnetic field of each magnetic
particle in an ensemble of magnetic particles may affect the rest of the particles in
the ensemble. In order to model this effect, the magnetic field due to a ferromagnetic
particle everywhere in space needs to be calculated. The magnetic field due to the








B = 0 (B.13)
Hence, the magnetic field due to the particle is the gradient of a potential
#»
H = −∇ΦM (B.14)






























where the last integration is over the region occupied by the particle and
#»
∇′ is the
gradient with respect to #»r ′. In a region, τ , which may overlap τ ′, the average magnetic

















M ′ · N ( #»r ) (B.16)
where N ( #»r ) is a 3 × 3 tensor (called the demagnetizing tensor) at every #»r . The
























































S = n̂dS, where n̂ is the normal to the surface. If the ensemble of ferromagnetic
particles are cuboids aligned with the Cartesian axis, the interpretation of Eqs. B.17
and B.18 is as follows. Each component of the demagnetizing tensor describes j-th
component of the demagnetizing field at #»r
#»
HD = −N (
#»r − #»r ′) ·
# »
M ( #»r ′) (B.19)
due to monopoles distributed on the surfaces of the source particle at #»r ′ along the
i-th direction. Hence, Eq. B.16 reduces to the magnetic field due to a magnetic dipole




















M = MSm̂ is total magnetic moment of the source particle i which has its
magnetization pointing along the unit vector m̂, and
#»
R is the vector pointing from
particle i to the destination particle j. The reader may refer to [89] for further details
regarding the computation of N .
Note that the computation of the demagnetizing tensor for a single particle is a
time consuming process. In a multi-domain problem, the computation time of
#»
HD
grows as O(n2), where n is the number of particles in the problem, if the interactions
between particles are considered pairwise. However, the computation of the demag-
netizing field by pairwise consideration of particles may result in many redundant
calculations. Note that the demagnetizing tensor depends only on
#»
R, which describes
the position of the destination particle with respect to the source particle. In a multi-
domain problem, there may be many pairs of particles with the same relative position
to each other. A careful inspection of Eqs. B.15–B.19 reveals that
#»
HD is the result
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of a convolution operation. Hence, the computation of
#»
HD may be accelerated using
fast Fourier transform (FFT). Using a source particle at the origin (i.e., #»r ′ =
#»
0 ),
N ( #»r ) is first computed over a range of #»r . The region covered by #»r must be sufficient
to enclose all particles in the micromagnetic problem of interest (i.e., The largest #»r
corresponds to at least the separation between the two farthest separated particles in
the ensemble). The FFT of N ( #»r ) is then calculated and stored. During simulation
of the micromagnetic problem, the FFT of
# »
M ( #»r ) is computed and multiplied with
the FFT of N ( #»r ). The inverse FFT of the result of the multiplication gives
#»
HD.
The FFT method to calculate
#»
HD is used in almost all fast micromagnetic solvers
such as the Object-Oriented MicroMagnetic Framework (OOMMF) [55].
B.1.5 Thermal energy
Brown Jr. proposed a model for the effect of thermal energy on a single ferromag-
netic particle [90]. The details of this model are beyond the scope of this dissertation.
It is sufficient to know that the thermal energy is modeled as a Wiener process, and
that the effect of thermal fluctuations can be captured using a thermally fluctuating
magnetic field acting on the ferromagnetic particle. Analysis of the Fokker-Planck














where α, γ and MS are the material dependent parameters of the magnetic particle;
α is the Gilbert damping factor, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, andMS is the saturation
magnetization. V is the volume of the magnetic particle, kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, and T is the absolute temperature of the magnetic particle. Hence, the LLG
equation is transformed into the stochastic LLG (sLLG) equation when considering
effects due to temperature, and the thermal field,
#»










During transient simulation of the magnetization dynamics with a time discretization









where the factor of dt appears to ensure the total magnetic energy is averaged to zero
in the numerical solution obtained.
#»
ξ is a 3-D vector whose components are zero
mean Gaussian random variables with standard deviation of 1. The reader may refer
to [91] for details regarding the numerical solution to the sLLG equation, which are
beyond the scope of this dissertation. Simulations used to obtain the results presented
in this dissertation take into consideration the mathematical details presented in [91]
to ensure artifacts of numerical simulation do not appear in the results.
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C. SPIN-TRANSFER TORQUE
Spin-transfer torque was theoretically predicted by Slonczewski [18] and Berger [19]
and describes the transfer of spin angular momentum from itinerant electrons incident
on a ferromagnetic body. The following sections presents the spin-transfer torque
modeling framework used in this dissertation. As mentioned earlier in Appendix A.1,
the spin and charge current densities through an MTJ is used to calculate the spin-
transfer torque acting on the free layer. Two approaches have been proposed for
calculating the spin-transfer torque vector,
#       »
STT . The first method was proposed
in [18, 19, 68], and the second was proposed in [50, 51].
C.1 Slonczewski’s Formulation of Spin-Transfer Torque
The method proposed by in [18, 19, 68] has since been known as the Slonczewski
spin-transfer torque theory and the proposed modification to the LLG equation (re-









#       »
STT (C.1)










































(Λ2PL ± 1) (Λ
2
FL ± 1) (C.6)






where PPL, PFL, ΛPL and ΛFL are fitting parameters of the model. JMTJ is the
charge current density flowing through the free layer, e is the electronic charge, µ0 is
the permeability of vacuum, MS is the saturation magnetization of the ferromagnet,
# »
M is the unit vector pointing in the direction of pinned layer magnetization; and tFL
is the length of the current path through the free layer. For a standard MTJ with
cross-sectional area, AMTJ , where the current flows perpendicular to the ferromagnet-
oxide-ferromagnet interfaces, JMTJ =
IMTJ
AMTJ
where IMTJ is the total current flowing
through the MTJ and tFL is the thickness of the free layer.
Eqs. C.1–C.8 may be intuitively interpreted by considering the standard MTJ









where VFL = AMTJ × tFL. Note that the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. C.9
is the spin-angular momentum carried by an electron. The second term describes
the rate of electrons passing through the MTJ. The product of the first two terms
gives the total spin angular momentum carrier by electrons flowing through the MTJ,
which is also the total amount of spin angular momentum that may be transferred to
the free layer. An interpretation of ǫ is that it is a dimensionless factor that describes
the effectiveness of the spin-transfer process between the electrons and the free layer
of the MTJ if all the electrons have identical spin directions. From the discussion
in Chapter 1, it is clear that although the ferromagnetic free and pinned layers in
the MTJ act as spin polarizers, they do not completely spin polarize all electrons if
they are not perfect half-metals. An alternative interpretation of ǫ is that it describes
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the degree to which the electrons flowing through the MTJ are spin-polarized. The
fact that the relative density of states of the free and pinned layers determines the
degree of spin-polarization (which was briefly described in Section 1.1) supports this






, which describes the relative density of states
of the free and pinned layers. This interpretation of ǫ is also supported in the NEGF
formalism [50, 51] as will be explained in the later sections.
Before discussing the NEGF approach to calculating
#       »
STT , it is worthy to note
that an alternative equation for
#       »
STT found in the literature is given by [92]














which consists of an adiabatic and a nonadiabatic term. However, the key difference
between Eq. C.10 and Eqs. C.1–C.8 is the pinned layer magnetization–replacing
# »
M
in Eq. C.2 with
#»
∇M̂ yields the same form as Eq. C.10. A detailed investigation of
this difference is beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, it should be noted
that in the context of micromagnetic simulations, electron transport between mag-
netic domains needs to be considered when modeling spin-transfer torque. Consider
when electrons flow from left to right in the +x-direction through three magnetic
domains. The electrons entering the middle domain should be spin-polarized in the
magnetization direction of the leftmost domain. Hence, the leftmost domain acts like
a pinned layer for the middle domain. However, the electrons are leaving the middle
domain out to the rightmost domain. Hence, the rightmost domain also acts like a
pinned layer for the middle domain. The total spin-transfer torque,
#       »
STT ′, on the
middle domain may be calculated as
#       »
STT ′ =
#       »
STT i−1 +
#       »
STT i+1 (C.11)
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where β ′ = h¯JMTJ
2qµ0MS
, and dx is the length of the particle along the x-direction. If these
particles are cuboids in a finite difference grid for multi-domain simulation, dx is the
separation between neighboring grid points in the x-direction. Then,
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Thus, Eq. C.10 and Eq. C.2 are mathematically equivalent if β ′ǫ = bJ and β
′ǫ′ = cJ .
C.2 NEGF Approach to Spin-Transfer Torque
The NEGF based approach proposed in [50, 51] uses the spin currents calculated









#       »
STT (C.19)








































J S,R correspond to
#»
J S calculated at the
lattice site in the free layer that is directly adjacent to the oxide and farthest from
the oxide, respectively. If the spin-transfer torque is completely absorbed by the free
layer, the exiting current is completely spin polarized and






J S,L − JMTJm̂
)
dS (C.21)
where #»σ are the Pauli spin matrices.
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D. MULTI-TERMINAL MAGNETIC TUNNEL
JUNCTIONS AS STT-MRAM STORAGE DEVICES
It has been shown in this dissertation that two-terminal MTJs for STT-MRAM re-
quires the read and write current paths to be shared, which leads to severe design
limitations. Although the two-terminal nature of the storage device allows for very
small bit-cell footprint, the footprint needs to be enlarged if better STT-MRAM per-
formance is required. Several multi-terminal MTJ (MTMTJ) structures have been
proposed in the literature to mitigate the design issues in STT-MRAM [44, 47, 93].
These MTMTJs alleviate the conflicting design requirements in STT-MRAM by de-
coupling the read and write current paths. Although MTMTJs may require an ad-
ditional access transistor (ATx) in the bit-cell, the sizing requirements of the ATx
may be less stringent than that in STT-MRAM based on two-terminal MTJs. Hence,
STT-MRAM bit-cells using MTMTJs may have smaller footprint than those based
on two-terminal MTJs. The MTMTJs proposed in the literature are reviewed in this
section for completeness.
D.1 The Dual-Pillar MTJ Structure
The dual pillar MTJ (DPMTJ) structure mitigates the design issues in STT-
MRAM by decoupling the read and write current paths [44, 93]. The read and the
write current paths may then be optimized independently. As shown in Fig. D.1 and
D.2, the DPMTJ structure consists of a free layer (FL), a pinned layer (PL) that
is called the read port, and a PL that is called the write port. Data is stored as
the magnetization direction of the FL, which may be sensed as the resistance of the
DPMTJ through the read port. Write current (IWRITE) flows through between FL






















































































Fig. D.2. An alternative DPMTJ structure proposed in [44].
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flows between FL and the PL on the read port during read operations. Note that
since large write currents do not flow through the tunnel junction in the read port,
the reliability of the tunnel oxide in the read port, which is crucial for the TMR and
hence the readability of the tunnel junction, is improved.
The DPMTJ proposed in [93] consists of a spin-valve and a tunneling junction
with a shared FL as shown in Fig. D.1. The PL is formed first and a tunneling oxide is
formed on top of it. The FL is then deposited on top to form a tunnel junction. Two
metallic contacts (one of which is Cu while the other is Cr/Au) are then deposited
on the top of the FL. Another PL is formed on top of the Cu contact to create a
spin-valve. The PL in the spin-valve of the DPMTJ is designated as the write port
and the other PL is designated as the read port. Write operations occur by passing
IWRITE through the low resistance path between the Cr/Au electrode and the PL in
the spin-valve. Read operations occur by passing IREAD through the high resistance
path between the Cr/Au electrode and the tunnel junction instead.
Since the DPMTJ in [93] uses a spin-valve in the write port, the spin polarization
efficiency of IWRITE may be degraded. Furthermore, the large cross-sectional area
of the read port reduces the absolute difference between resistance states and may
degrade the distinguishability of the stored states. Hence, an alternative DPMTJ
structure was proposed in [44] as shown in Fig. D.2. The difference between the
structures in Fig. D.1 and in Fig. D.2 is that the Cu contact is replaced with a tunnel
oxide to form a tunnel junction which is then used as the read port instead, whereas
the tunnel junction on the bottom is used as the write port. The thicknesses of the
oxide layers in the write port and in the read port of the DPMTJ proposed in [44] may
be simultaneously made thinner and thicker, respectively, to reduce the resistance seen
by IWRITE and to increase the TMR of the read port. Thus, STT-MRAMs using the
DPMTJ proposed in [44] can achieve better write-ability and readability than those
using two-terminal MTJs.
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D.2 The Domain-Wall MTJ Structure
The domain-wall based MTJ (DWMTJ) structure is another MTMTJ that has
been proposed (Fig. D.3) [47]. The DWMTJ consists of a domain-wall stripe with
complementary polarized pinned layers at the ends (i.e., the magnetization of the left
PL is opposite that of the PL on the right as shown in Fig. D.3), and a free region
between the pinned layers. A tunnel junction is formed on top of the free region, and
the PL on top is used as the read port.
Write operations occur by passing IWRITE between the PL’s of the domain-wall
stripe. Read operations occur by passing IREAD through the tunnel junction in the
read port as shown in Fig. D.3. Note that the DWMTJ structure has all the ad-
vantages of the DPMTJ structure–separation of read and write current paths, low
resistance in write current path to mitigate source degeneration, improved distin-












































Fig. D.3. Structure of the domain-wall based MTJ (DWMTJ) pro-
posed in [47]. IWRITE flows in the domain-wall only whereas IREAD
flows through the tunnel junction.
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The biggest disadvantage of the DPMTJ and the DWMTJ structures is that the
sensing scheme used in their read operation is single-ended in nature, just like in
the STT-MRAM based on two-terminal MTJs. The reference, which may be gen-
erated separately, used for sensing the stored data in these STT-MRAM must be
carefully chosen to optimize sensing failures in the presence of process variations.
Self-referenced sensing schemes proposed in [30] and [31] improve the robustness of
the single-ended sensing scheme and also eliminate the reference. However, the pro-
posed sensing schemes require multiple sensing operations to correctly determine the
stored data and degrade the read performance. Hence, self-referenced differential
sensing schemes, which requires neither multiple sensing operations nor a separate
reference, are desired to improve the read performance of STT-MRAM. To overcome
this limitation, a novel MTMTJ structure that enables self-referenced differential sens-
ing for read operations while preserving most advantages of DPMTJ and DWMTJ is
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